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Foreword
The Ninth International Conference on Evolving Internet (INTERNET 2017), held
between July 23 - 27, 2017 - Nice, France, dealt with challenges raised by evolving Internet
making use of the progress in different advanced mechanisms and theoretical foundations. The
gap analysis aimed at mechanisms and features concerning the Internet itself, as well as special
applications for software defined radio networks, wireless networks, sensor networks, or
Internet data streaming and mining.
Originally designed in the spirit of interchange between scientists, the Internet reached
a status where large-scale technical limitations impose rethinking its fundamentals. This refers
to design aspects (flexibility, scalability, etc.), technical aspects (networking, routing, traffic,
address limitation, etc), as well as economics (new business models, cost sharing, ownership,
etc.). Evolving Internet poses architectural, design, and deployment challenges in terms of
performance prediction, monitoring and control, admission control, extendibility, stability,
resilience, delay-tolerance, and interworking with the existing infrastructures or with
specialized networks.
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the INTERNET 2017
Technical Program Committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a high
quality conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also
kindly thank all the authors who dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to
INTERNET 2017. We truly believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program
consisted of top quality contributions.
Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations, and sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the INTERNET 2017 organizing
committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work to make this professional
meeting a success.
We hope that INTERNET 2017 was a successful international forum for the exchange of
ideas and results between academia and industry and for the promotion of progress in the field
of the evolving internet.
We are convinced that the participants found the event useful and communications very
open. We also hope that Nice provided a pleasant environment during the conference and
everyone saved some time for exploring this beautiful city.
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Abstract—An
incentive
mechanism
should
be
incorporated into the current inter-domain routing
architecture because it can motivate Internet Service
Providers (ISPs) to provide efficient and lasting routing
services such as multipath routing and routing
customization. In this paper, we model the cooperation and
competition behavior of ISPs in the special inter-domain
routing system (i.e., UMIR: user-customizing multi-path
inter-domain routing), and then propose a novel incentive
model based on cooperative-game. We abstract and give
some basic concepts such as a routing coalition, sub-coalition
and their characteristic function, and then design and
develop a fair and feasible revenue allocation algorithm
called shapely value algorithm. The theoretical analysis and
experimental results show that this incentive model benefits
the deployment of UMIR protocol and the formation and
stability of a UMIR routing coalition. Therefore, it will push
the UMIR network to evolve healthily and orderly.
Keywords—Internet routing; user-customized multi-path
inter-domain routing; inter-domain routing incentive model;
cooperative game

I.

INTRODUCTION

Currently the Internet hardly provides a routing
service that assures the quality of service of various
network applications, mainly because the Internet has not
an efficient account & pricing function [1]. In the early
days of the Internet, the U. S. government was uniformly
responsible for the development and management of the
ARPANET/NSFNET networks, at that time it was
unnecessary for those networks to add the account &
pricing function because this would decrease the technical
or economic efficiency of the entire network [2]. Hence
those initial networks are intrinsically shortage of the
account & pricing function. Unfortunately, this function is
hardly introduced to the current inter-domain routing
architecture [3]. The shortage of the account & pricing
function has brought up many challenges of the interdomain routing, such as path expanding and performance
degradation, and has also reduced the enthusiasm and
initiative of the Internet Service Provider (ISP) for
deploying newly routing protocols or service.
Generally, Internet traffic transmits multiple
Autonomous Systems (AS) (for convenient expression,
this paper alternates to use between AS and ISP) to arrive
at a target network, where each AS is an independent and
rational economic entity [4]. ASs with limited network
resources must collaboratively transit their traffic with
other peers, thereby accomplishing a globe-wide routing
service. On the other hand, these independent and rational
ASs would compete for their maximizing self-interests
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each other. In this paper, we consider the Internet routing
as the routing game of all ASs, and then suppose that an
AS would provide a special routing service and can obtain
some economic revenue from stub networks or end users.
For this goal, the AS needs other peer ASs to
collaboratively provide the high quality of routing service.
Therefore, how to model this inter-domain routing game
and how to design the revenue allocation method among
the Internet ASs will become two important challenges [5].
Our previous researches [6][7] have proposed a
customizing inter-domain routing system called the Usercustomizing Multi-path Inter-domain Routing (UMIR),
whose key principle is constructing a special Internetwide AS-level topology to compute the Internet-wide one
or multiple routes meeting user-customizing requirements.
For some network users, the UMIR network not only
improves their route-selecting flexibility but also meets
their individualized routing requirements such as the
multi-path routing and quality-of-service routing.
However, the UMIR faces several challenges as following:
First, since Internet paths available must be strategycompatible, those paths with incompatible AS strategies
will be of no avail even though they may have better
performance. Second, although ASs deploy the UMIR
protocol to improve their competitiveness, ISP would be
not willing to do this without efficient incentive.
Therefore, we in this paper propose a routing incentive
mechanism for the UMIR network. The basic principle of
this mechanism is as following: in the UMIR network,
ISPs provide the multi-path routing or quality of routing
services for network users that would pay extra fee;
meanwhile, ISPs must allocate some revenue to other
cooperative ISPs. Finally, this mechanism will motivate
ISP to actively deploy the UMIR protocol.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section
2 introduces the background of the UMIR network and the
cooperative game; In Section 3, we provide a formal
statement of the cooperative-game model of UMIR
routing and have an analysis about the UMIR routing
game and in Section 4 derive the revenue allocation
method. In Section 5, we have carried on the experiment
and given some performance evaluation. We conclude in
Section 6 with a brief discussion of open problems and
future works.
II.

BACKGROUND

This section mostly introduces the basic principles of
UMIR networks and the relative concepts of the
cooperative game.
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A. UMIR networks
We have proposed a User-customizing Multi-path
Inter-domain Routing (UMIR) [6, 7] whose main target
includes (i) implementing the multi-path routing instead
of the BGP single-path routing; (ii) meeting the routing
requirements of network users about the route-selection
flexibility and route-personalized characteristics. The
UMIR-enabled networks are composed of multiple ISP
agents deployed the UMIR system. In this network, AS
nodes accepting users to customize the routing service are
called as control node (CN), AS nodes including
destination host or network are called as goal node (GN)
and other AS nodes are called as cooperative nodes (CPs).

• Customize the personalized routing service.
Network users that need some special routing
characteristics (e.g., low delay, high bandwidth)
can pay their ISPs to purchase the customizing
routing services. The ISP’s control node will
transform these characteristics of the usercustomizing requirements into route profile
parameters.
• Construct topology and compute the appropriate
routes. According to the route profile parameters,
the control node can construct an Internet-wide
AS-level topology by requiring the route-let from
other cooperative nodes, and then compute and
choose best routes.
• Install the chosen routes. The control node will
advertise every cooperative node to configure her
individual data plane along the chosen path.
• Finish the settlement among relative ISPs. Since
the control node (i.e., ISP) provides the
customizing routing service for network users,
these users must pay their ISPs with certain extra
fee, in turn, which is allocated by the control node
to other cooperative ISPs.

Figure 1. The simplified network (UMIR)

Figure 1 gives a simple example of UMIR networks.
Alice is a network user (e.g., a stub network), and it hopes
to customize a best-performance route destination to the
network E1 from its ISP. This network is made up of
UMIR-enabled agent sets {Z, A, B, C, D, E, F, G}, where
Z is a control node, G is goal node and others are
cooperative nodes. The control node (Z) creates a special
network topology by collecting routing information from
others cooperative nodes, and then compute and choose
the best routes to the destination network E1 (10.1.1/24).
In this network, the control node (Z) must request some
route information from other cooperative nodes;
correspondingly, the cooperative nodes can send their
routing information to the control node. The routing
information is called as the route-let which lists several
important fields as following.
• PID—an identifier of the route-let information
which is composed of two neighboring AS
numbers.
• Prefix—a target network which is customized by a
network user.
• Metrics—link
performance
vectors
bandwidth, delay, etc.) of the route-let.

(e.g.,

• Type—an incentive model used in the UMIR
network.
• Cost—some fee that the network user pays to the
individual ISP.
In the UMIR network, users can customize the routing
service to the target network from the UMIR-enabled ISP,
and its control node initiates the UMIR computing process
which constructs an Internet-wide AS-level topology to
compute one or more best routes for the customizing user.
Specifically, the UMIR process carries four steps as
following:
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B. Cooperative game and its solutions
The cooperative game is a mathematical model used to
describe the cooperation and competition behavior of
rational entities, and study how to rationally make
decisions in this environment [8, 9]. We utilize the
cooperative game to describe the AS relationship in the
UMIR network, and model the UMIR routing process as
an AS cooperative game model. Each AS plays the UMIR
cooperative-game by announcing the route information,
and then all participating ASs will obtain certain
economic revenue from this routing game.
The game solution is another challenge related to the
cooperative game. Many experts of game theory have
proposed a number of methods as for how to allocate
coalition revenues. In the cooperative game, the allocation
methods of coalition revenues are mainly classified into
two categories [8]: dominant methods and valuation
methods. Valuation methods have a unique allocation
method for each cooperative game, which can balance
some conflicting claims from various players and which
can reflect the allocation equity and justice. The widely
used valuation method is shapely-value method, because
it has clearly economic implication and the simple
calculation. Assume that there is a cooperative game
CG=[N, v(S)], N=[1,…,n] and v(S) is the characteristic
function of coalition S, which satisfies the axioms of
symmetry, efficiency and additivity, the CG has one
unique Shapely-Value as following:

Φ(v) = (ϕ1 (v), ϕ2 (v),..., ϕn (v))
ϕi (v) = ∑S ⊆N

(n− | S |)!(| S | −1)!
[v(S ) − v(S \{i})]
n!

⑴

Note that in (1), v(S) - v(S\{i}) shows the marginal
contribution of the player i on the coalition S, if i does not
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belong to S, v(S) - v(S\{i}) is zero, that is, the player does
not have the marginal contribution toward the coalition S.
III.

whose sub-coalitions have {z}, {c}, {d}, {z, c}, {z, d}, {c,
d}, {z, c, d}.

INTER-DOMAINS ROUTING UMIR GAME
MODEL

This section firstly analyzes AS behavioral
characteristics in the UMIR network by using the
cooperative game, and then describes the AS survival
scenario. Also, we discuss the rational basis to form a
coalition and its stable conditions, and finally build a
routing game model for UMIR networks.
A. UMIR game
Each AS of the UMIR network is a rational entity and
can control its routing behavior to maximize its own
revenue. Under the incentive routing scenarios, an AS
declares the own routing information to participate in the
routing game, and gets the corresponding revenue. In the
UMIR network, an AS may be the control node or
cooperative node, or both. On the one hand, ASs need
their mutual cooperation to forward the Internet traffic
and obtain some economic revenues; on the other hand,
different ASs compete with one another to maximize their
economic revenues. Thus AS survival scenarios are
consistent with the player’s of the cooperative game.
Therefore, the inter-domain routing for the UMIR
networks can be modeled by using the cooperative game,
and the equilibrium outcome of the routing game is also
gotten by the solution method of the cooperative game
theory.
The cooperation game model of the UMIR routing
network can be described as following: assume that exist
the players set N= {1 ... n}, which is composed of n ASs
and each AS is a rational player. The routing system will
select a path (i.e., a routing coalition made up of the
path’s all ASs), and the coalition has also many subcoalitions and each sub-coalition can define a
characteristic function.
By using some terminology from cooperative game [810], we give some relative definitions in the routing game
model.
Definition 1: Assume that for a routing game G = [N,
v(S)], its players set N= {1, ..., n} consists of n ASs. If S
= {i, | i is a certain AS along the selected path of a
customizing user}, S is called as the routing coalition.
In the UMIR network, the member number of
coalition S is far smaller than all player number N of this
network, that is, |S|<<|N|. If the UMIR have selected a
certain path, all ASs along this selected path will make up
of a routing coalition.
Definition 2: Given a routing coalition S = {1,…, k},
for any set M ⊆ S, M is called as the sub-coalition of
coalition S.
If M is allowed to take a null value and M = S is a
routing coalition, and the number of sub-coalition M is
Ck0 + Ck1 +…+Ckk = 2k.
According to the UMIR network in Figure 2, given the
path L = z-c-d, there is a routing coalition S = {z, c, d},
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Figure 2. The example of the coalition revenue allocation

Definition 3: Given the routing coalition and its subcoalitions, the characteristic function v(M) of any subcoalition M is a mapping from the sub-coalition to the real
number v : M ⊆ S → R.
Definition 4: Call the game CG = [N, v(S)] as a
UMIR routing game only if this game has following
characteristics: (1) The players set consists of all ASs of
UMIR network, namely, N = {1,…, k}; (2) For a routing
coalition S, its sub-coalition M has the characteristic
function v(M).
B. Analysis of the UMIR routing game
In the UMIR routing game, each cooperative ISP
responses to the information request from the control node,
and expects to be selected by the UMIR routing system
(i.e., forming a routing coalition), which is a computing
result of the routing system on the basis of the user route
requirements and the current network resources. This
coalition formation mechanism is determined by the
internal and external demands of each participating ISP.
An ISP’s internal demand refers to its customer’s
personalized routing requirements, which urge it to deploy
the UMIR-enabled system. If an ISP does not provide the
customizing routing services such as multi-path or QoS
routing, likely there rises the customer loss because of
ISP’s lower performance and competitiveness. An ISP’s
external demand means that it must consider its own
economic interests as an independent and rational
economic entity, thus an ISP must obtain certain benefits
by providing extra and high quality routing services.
Once an ISP customizes the personalized path for a
network user by participating in the UMIR-enabled
network, that is, there will form a stabilizing routing
coalition because there has an economic incentive. The
main reasons are as following: (i) ISPs almost have large
network resources so that their marginal cost of providing
collaborative routing is very low and there easily form
multiple various coalitions; (ii) As long as their
participating coalitions are available, ISPs will obtain the
economic benefit from these routing coalitions. These
reasons will essentially strengthen the ISP’s cooperation
willingness, thus making the coalition more stabilizing.
The above analysis shows that, in order to motivate
ISPs to provide stabilizing and lasting routing services, we
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must develop some mechanisms for the UMIR network to
regulate and restrain AS behavior, including revenue
allocation and coalition formation mechanisms. A routing
coalition’s formation is dependent on the user route
requirements and existing network resources, which
ensures that collaborative ASs have equally chance of
being selected to provide the Internet routing service, i.e.,
it requires that the routing algorithm is fair and equitable.
On the other hand, how to allocate the coalition revenue is
a key problem solved for the coalition cooperative games.
For UMIR networks, a revenue allocation mechanism is
the basis of formation and stability of a routing coalition.
In cooperative games, the revenue allocation is the solution
of cooperative games, namely, how to allocate coalition
revenue to each participating AS member fairly. For
example, ASs can declare their routing-link information to
the UMIR control node to participate into the routing
game, if one AS is selected as the member of a routing
coalition, it will obtain some expected revenue, and
otherwise the expected revenue is zero. The AS expected
revenue is a specific solution of routing cooperative
games, such that the AS cannot change the link
information to affect its due revenue. Only if all ASs
obtain appropriate and reasonable revenue, the whole
routing game will achieve an equilibrium solution, which
is the Nash bargaining solution of cooperative games: if
the UMIR networks exist Nash bargaining solution, no AS
can obtain greater benefits by its self-declared strategy.
IV.

REVENUE ALLOCATION METHOD

For the solution structure of the cooperation game, the
Shapley value method has been widely used for its good
economic meaning and simple computing [9]. This
section describes how to design the coalition revenue
allocation algorithm by using the basic principle of the
shapely values method.
A. Sub- coalition and its characteristic function
The key elements of the shapely value method are the
coalition definitions and the computing method of the
characteristic function. In order to design an effective
revenue allocation method, we must give the definitions
of coalition and its characteristic function. According to
Definition 1, the UMIR network forms a routing coalition
by computing and selecting a concrete path, which this
coalition is the result of multiple ASs routing game. The
coalition members include all ASs along the selected path;
moreover these ASs can further form a number of subcoalitions.
By using a cost-plus pricing method [9] of the
economics field, we give the definitions and computing
expressions of characteristic function of the sub-coalition.
Definition 5: The characteristic function of the subcoalition M is defined as sum of coalition cost and profit,
and the computing expression is as follows:

v( M ) = ∑ i∈M ci + (q0 − ∑ j∈S − M c j )

ISBN: 978-1-61208-574-6

By Definition 5, the sub-coalition revenue v(M) is the
maximum benefit obtained from the coalition, and equals
to the total cost of the coalition

∑

i∈S

ci plus the

difference between the revenues of coalition (q0) and the
cost

∑

j∈N − S

c j of no- coalition members.

Below gives an example introducing the computing of
coalition revenue. As shown in Figure 2, for the UMIR
network, given the coalition S = {z, c, d}, need compute
the revenue of two sub-coalition M1 = {z, c} and M2 = {z,
c, d}. Assume the coalition revenue q0 is the cost sum of
the shortest path, namely q0= 6, the sub-coalition revenue
v (M1) = 4 + 6 - 5 = 5, other sub-coalition revenue v (M2)
= 9 + 6 - 0 = 15.
B. A simple example
Section III has introduced the relative definition of a
routing coalition and sub-coalition and the computing
method of characteristic functions. We are going to
discuss the revenue allocation method of SPA (Sha-Pley
Apportionment). Assume the UMIR network uses one
specific routing algorithm (e.g., BGP) to select a
particular path according to user requirements, i.e.,
forming the routing coalition. The computing steps (see
Figure 3) of the coalition revenue are as follows:
• Initialization that, given the coalition S, the
expected revenue of its all members ci (1 ≤ i ≤ k, k
is a member number) and some initial system
parameters.
• ComputeSubcoalition that determines the subcoalitions in the coalition S, and the total number
of sub-coalitions.
• RevenueOfSubcoalition that computes the
revenue value of the sub-coalition M: for any subcoalitions M, compute the revenue value of the
sub-coalition by Equation (2).
• RevenueOfeachAS that uses Equation (1) to
compute each AS revenue value in the coalition S.
Initialization
ComputeSubcoalition
RevenueOfSubcoalition

Equation (2)

RevenueOfeachAS

Equation (1)

Figure 3. Flow chart of computing coalition revenue

⑵

Where ci is the cost of the member i, q0 is the expected
profits of a routing coalition, cj is the cost of non-coalition
member j. In Equation (2), the coalition revenue consists
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of two parts: the first item is the cost of all members in the
coalition M, and the second item is the expected profit of
coalition M.

Below we take Figure 2 as an example to show the
computing process using the SPA algorithm. Assume a
user want to customize the route from Z to G, and the
control node selects the path {z-c-d} after running its path
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computing process, each AS revenue in the coalition S =
{z, c, d} can be computed as following steps:
a) Given the coalition S = {z, c, d}, S has eight subcoalition M such as φ，{z}，{c}，{d}，{z，c}，{z，
d}，{c，d}，{z，c，d}.
b) Compute the revenue of the sub-coalition M by the
Equation (2), their result is showed in Table 1.
TABLE I. REVENUES OF SUB- COALITIONS
Sub-coalitions
Ф
{z}
{c}
{d}
{z，c}
{z，d}
{c，d}
{z，c，d}

Revenue
0
3
1
5
5
13
9
15

c) Compute the AS revenue of the coalition S by
Equation (1):

v( z ) =

(n − | S |)!(| S | −1)!
[v( S ) − v( S \{i})]
n!
{i}⊆ S

∑

1
1
1
1
= (3 − 0) + (4 − 1) + (12 − 5) + (14 − 8) = 4.67
3
6
6
3
Similarly,

v(c) = 1.67, v(d ) = 7.67

allocation algorithm. And CWA is an improvement on the
OAA algorithm, which considers the cost value of each
coalition member during the routing game and which is
based on the weighted cost size. Both algorithms do not
consider the contribution of various members to the
coalition. For the rational AS, OAA and CWA algorithms
are unstable allocation algorithms, so they cannot
guarantee to produce a stable and lasting routing coalition.
However, the SPA algorithm is essentially a revenue
allocation based on the contribution of coalition members,
and therefore, it makes the routing coalition become more
stabilizing and lasting.
The simulation experiment selects 1000 random AS
node pairs (s, t) and runs the UMIR simulator where the
selected routing algorithm is used to calculate the routing
path of each AS node pair (s, t). And we evaluate the
performance of SPA, OAA and CWA algorithms.
B. The result and theoretical analysis
Figure 4 shows the revenue allocation results of SPA,
OAA and CWA algorithms respectively according to the
participating AS with largest coalition contribution. For
these AS nodes with big contribution of the routing
coalition, SPA distributes the most revenue to them, CWA
is the secondary and OAA is the minimum. For example,
the data of No. 6 sample can be shown that for the greatest
contribution in the coalition, SPA distributes the revenue
of 41, CWA distributes the revenue of 36, and OAA
distributes the revenue of 32.

d) All AS’s revenues of the coalition S are: Ф(v) =
(4.67, 1.67, 7.67)
Note: the AS’s revenue of the UMIR network only
depends on its contribution of coalition revenue. The
further simulations will give the validation and
comparison of the SPA algorithm. Moreover, AS revenues
are independent of their places or positions in the coalition,
because this characteristic is guaranteed from the
symmetry axiom of the shapely value method [10].
V. EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION
In order to testify the feasibility of our solution on
the routing incentive model, we will do some experiments
and have some analysis on the experimental results.

Figure 4. Comparisons of AS node with the most contribution degree

A. Simulation experiment
To evaluate the feasibility and effectiveness of several
revenue allocation algorithms, we have developed a
UMIR simulator [7] to carry out lots of experiments. The
ASs are willing to participate in UMIR network with the
incentive mechanism, so the experiments do not consider
their business strategy and its impact on the routing
selection results. Assume that the cost of AS inter-domain
links complies with the uniform distribution of [10, 20],
which refers to the spending cost that ISP forward or route
user traffics (namely, it refers to the contribution under
the cooperative routing).
We choose two allocation algorithms named the
original average apportionment (OAA) and the cost
weighted average apportionment (CWA) as two
comparison algorithms. OAA is a simple average revenue
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Figure 5. Comparisons of AS node with the less contribution degree

Figure 5 shows the revenue allocation according to the
participating AS with the smallest coalition contribution.
For AS nodes with smallest contribution, OAA distributes
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the most revenue, CWA is the secondary and SPA is the
minimum. Therefore, compared with the OAA and CWA
algorithms, SPA is one allocation algorithm based on the
contribution, which benefits to the formation and stability
of a routing coalitions.
Figure 6 shows the member revenue changes with
total coalition revenue under the SPA allocation algorithm.
With the total coalition revenue increases, the member
revenue increases too. This is because the member
contribution to the whole coalition has not changed, such
that the member revenue will linearly increase with the
coalition total revenue.
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Abstract— Verifying job executions in operating virtual
networks has emerged as a crucial issue for network operators.
Now, tracking and monitoring log messages of the operations is
a typical approach. However, a monitoring system to detect a
critical operation is based on text matching with the previously
obtained log messages indicating normal operations. It
basically has a limitation that similar but different log message
flows become indeterminable to judge the normality of the
operation. We propose a solution that estimates the normalitydegree for the indeterminable log message flows. We evaluate
the difference in normality-degrees between normal and
abnormal completion message flows. We show that the
proposed method distinguishes these cases more clearly than
the conventional method. This indicates that the proposed
method enables the system administrator to classify job
execution into three types (i.e., normal, semi-normal, and
abnormal completions). As a result, the proposed method
allows the system administrator to focus on critical job
executions in troubleshooting operations.
Keywords-NFV; Openstack; Log message; Normality-degree;
Similarity-degree

I.

INTRODUCTION

The rapid spread of virtualization technology [1] has
motivated network operators to procure communication
service systems consisting of network function virtualization
(NFV) [2][3]. NFV allows network operators to deploy
network functions on the virtualized infrastructure where the
physical entities (switches, routers and servers) provide a
virtual (logical) network composed of logical links, routers
and servers (called virtual links, routers and machines,
respectively). In general, the logical entities are realized by
software programs. In addition, the network topology of the
virtual network is not identical to that of the physical entities
that compose the individual logical entities.
Openstack [4] maintains the virtual networks (i.e., to
create, initiate, terminate and delete virtual machines and to
manage the virtual network with them). Because the major
network providers (AT&T [5], Deutsche Telekom AG [6],
Rackspace Cloud [7], and so forth) have adopted Openstack,
it is the de-facto standard for virtual network management
systems in commercial.
Openstack is composed of multiple function blocks (e.g.,
Neutron, Nova, and Cinder described in Section II), and the
function blocks are composed of multiple service processes,
e.g., an interface to other function blocks, a scheduler for
tasks initiated by arrival requests, and individual major
processes. The service processes run independently (in a
parallel manner) in the function block.
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Openstack executes jobs, e.g., creates, initiates,
terminates and deletes virtual machines, with these entities.
To verify whether the jobs are normally executed or not, the
system administrator tracks the log messages produced by
the service processes. However, this procedure is often
complicated, because Openstack inherently assigns no job
identifier to the log messages, and the series of log messages
obtained by the system administrator become scrambled over
the function blocks. Then, it is difficult to verify job
completions by simply tracking the log messages.
Regarding the result of job executions, there are three
types of normality judgements: normal, semi-normal, and
abnormal completions. A normal completion implies that the
job completes successfully without any problem. A seminormal completion implies that the job eventually completes
although there are some problems, typically, a long delay.
An abnormal completion implies that the job actually does
not complete as a designed procedure. Regarding Openstack,
each kind of job completions has various sequences of log
messages (referred to as workflows). It is because the orders
of function blocks and service processes vary, and
consequently the orders of their log messages result in
varying.
A typical judgement of job executions involves matching
the current workflow with previously given workflows
(referred to reference workflows) with normal, semi-normal
and abnormal completions. The system administrators cannot
comprehensively assess all the workflows. Therefore, the
monitoring of job executions (workflows) eventually
encounters indeterminable judgements in the case where the
workflow does not match any of those previously given. We
refer to this workflow as an indeterminable workflow.
To identify an indeterminable workflow in the normality
judgements, several similarity algorithms have been used.
The text matching rate is used to identify an indeterminable
workflow to the reference workflow [8]. Text matching
utilizing the TD-IDF is employed to diagnose anomalous
patterns [9], and cosine similarity is used to detect traffic
anomaly deviations [10]. These researches identify the
indeterminable workflow in the most similar unique
reference workflow. Though, these methods disables to
normal identification if there are no reference workflow (i.e.,
unknown anomaly).
To tackle this identification issue, we propose a method
that utilizes similarity estimation adopted in string-pattern
matching. The similarity estimation rates differ between two
strings expressed by three differences types: addition,
deletion, and displacement of string portions. We express a
log message as a symbol of a string, and a workflow as a
string. We estimate the similarity between workflows in
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order to express the normality-degree of the job execution.
We evaluate the difference of normality-degrees between log
message flows with normal, semi-normal and abnormal
completions. The result reveals that the proposed method can
distinguish the above three cases more clearly than the
conventional method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we introduce the issues associated with normality
estimation regarding the log messages in Openstack. In
Sections III and IV, we propose and evaluate the method of
normality estimation. In Section V, we conclude this paper.
II.

ISSUES ENCOUNTERED WHEN ESTIMATING FAULTS
FROM A WORKFLOW

This section gives an overview of Openstack and
workflows, and the issues encountered in the operational
flow with Openstack, especially in the area of
troubleshooting with accumulated indeterminable job
executions.
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Figure 1. Samples of a variety of workflows
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A. Overview of Openstack and Workflows
Openstack has multiple function blocks that manage
virtual resources (e.g., memory and CPU) provided by the
physical entities. The primary function blocks are Nova,
Neutron, Cinder, Swift, Glance, Keystone, and Horizon.
Nova builds the virtual machines and routers [8]. Neutron
sets up links between the virtual machines and routers and
manages basic configurations (e.g., IP address assignments,
and topologies). Cinder manages block storages for virtual
machines and routers. Swift manages the configuration
templates for setting up the multiple virtual machines
simultaneously. Glance provides OS images for virtual
machines and routers. Keystone provides an authentication
service corresponding to the job executions. Horizon provide
user interfaces, typically with graphical user interfaces.
Each of the functions has single or multiple dedicated
service processes. The service processes run dedicated tasks
and each task produces log messages. For instance, when the
virtual system administrator commands the creation of a
virtual network, a command signal originates from Horizon
(the user interface), and is sent to Keystone (for
authentication), Nova and Cinder (building virtual machines),
Glance (installing OS), and so forth.
Generally, Openstack is composed of several physical or
virtual servers. These servers have different roles. For
example, the controller server has a management role and
requests job execution to the control servers. The computer
server provides the resources (CPU, memory, storage, and so
forth) with a virtual machine.
A major reason for workflow variations is that some
function blocks execute multiple service processes, and
request tasks to the other function blocks in parallel. This
leads to addition, deletion, and displacement of portions of
log messages in the workflow. Fig. 1 shows samples of a
variety of workflows. In this figure, the characters represent
a single line log message. These three patterns are the most

Default workflow

Monitoring
system

Troubleshooting

Figure 2. Flow of communication system operation.

typical pattern variations. We assume the default workflow is
the most frequent pattern that is generated when executing a
job. One is addition. In workflow1, the character “F” needs
to be added to correspond the default workflow. Another is
deletion. In workflow2, the character “G” and “H” need to be
deleted to correspond to the default workflow. The other is
displacement. In workflow3, the character “C” and “D” need
to be displaced to correspond to the default workflow.
Fig. 2 illustrates the generic flow of communication
system operation. The communication system has the feature
of continuously providing its communication services. The
system operational phase follows the test phase.
The test phase improves the completion of development
before the communication system starts to provide its
communication services. This phase comprehensively tests
all the designed processes of the system, (or as many as
possible) to remove bugs remaining from the time of its
development. Some of the tests should be for all job
executions, and are used for the monitoring system in the
operational phase.
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TABLE I. JUDGEMENT CASES PROVIDED BY MONITORING SYSTEM
ESTIMATING NORMALITY WITH WORKFLOWS PREVIOUSLY GIVEN:
SIMILAR/DIFFERENT PATTERN TO/FROM THEM.

Judgement of
a new job
execution

Similar
pattern
Different
pattern

Workflows previously given
Workflows with
Workflows with
normal completion
abnormal
completion
Case A
Case B
Case C

Case D

In the operational phase, however, they are initially not
enough because of the workflow variations. We conjecture
that a monitoring scheme takes exact-matching of workflows.
This results in indeterminable completions occurring when
monitoring job executions in the operational phase. This
would tend to be a large number, especially in the initial
period. As the operational phase proceeds, the
indeterminable workflows should decrease as a result of
providing the judgement results (normal, semi-normal and
abnormal completion) revealed by troubleshooting of the
monitoring system. The given workflows and their
judgements are referred to as reference workflows,
hereinafter.
A significant issue is that it takes a long time to remove
potentially critical elements in the communication system.
Actually, it is not clear which indeterminable completion the
system administrator should focus on among the
accumulating completions, in troubleshooting operations.
They may include critical job executions, and a system
failure will occur before long. Our challenge is to prioritize
them according to the criticality of the indeterminable
workflows.
Table I illustrates the judgement cases and the reasons
that provided by monitoring system. This is based on the job
executions with workflows previously given. The columns
are types of execution results belonging to workflows
previously given: normal and abnormal. The rows represent
the similarity/difference to/from the given workflows under
the assumption that the monitoring system can estimate
normality.
When the monitoring system judges that there is a new
job execution with indeterminable completion, there are four
possible combinations in terms of given workflows with
normal or abnormal completion: AB, AD, CB, and CD. Case
AB implies that the workflow of a new job execution is
similar to the workflows previously given with both normal
and abnormal completions. In this case, one of the
workflows previously given could be wrong, or they may
just be similar (in other words, this implies that normality
estimation is difficult). In the case of AD or CB, the results
are probably correct, i.e., the results are likely to be normal
or abnormal completions in the cases of AD or CB,
respectively. Case CD implies that the monitoring system
has identified no effective workflow preliminarily given.
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It is desirable that troubleshooting for indeterminable
completions first deals with case CB (almost certainly
abnormal), and cases AB (one of the given workflows is
possibly wrong), CD (no reference to estimating normality),
and AD (almost certainly normal) in this order. Our
challenge is how to estimate similarity degree among
multiple workflows previously given, in order to prioritize
the job executions with indeterminable completions for
troubleshooting. The next section describes the proposed
method that solves this challenge.
III.

PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we propose a solution for estimating
normality-degree for the indeterminable workflow of job
execution. We first give an overview of definition of
normality-degree, second, an algorithm for normality-degree
is presented, and third, a method for judging normal, seminormal and abnormal completion is described.
A. Overview of Normality-degree Estimation
We provide an overview of the process employed in the
proposed method. First, the system administrator collects the
reference workflows (how the jobs have been completed:
normal, semi-normal and abnormal completions) from the
job execution results. Second, the proposed method uses a
string-similarity evaluation method (evaluation of addition,
deletion and displacement of two strings) in order to measure
the similarity of workflows between the indeterminable
workflows and reference workflows. Third, the normal
distribution of the similarity of workflows is calculated in
order to distinguish normal, semi-normal and abnormal
completions more clearly. Finally, the proposed method
estimates the normality-degree using the normal distribution,
as described in Section III-C.
The normality-degree represents how closely the
indeterminable workflows correspond to the reference
workflows. As described in Section II-C, the system
administrator uses the normality-degrees as a reference to
select a particular job execution with indeterminable
completion from among many for troubleshooting.
B. Proposed Method Expressing Similarity of Reference
Workflows
This subsection describes the preliminary process in three
steps: workflow construction, similarity measurement, and
forming a similarity distribution regarding normal, seminormal and abnormal completions.
1) Workflow Construction
In the test and operational phase, the workflows are
obtained from the continuous generation of log messages. In
the test phase, the log messages are compiled while a series
of tests are conducted. In the operational phase, the system
administrator performs multiple job executions. First, the
system administrator must decide how to divide log
messages into multiple sets of messages according to the
individual job executions
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Figure 3. Sample of NMF utilization

TABLE II. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LOG MESSAGE TYPE AND
CORRESPONDING CHARACTERS
Log message type

Corresponded
character

INFO nova.osapi_compute.wsgi.server [ admin admin] ... "GET /.//flavors/
HTTP/." status: len: time: .

A

INFO nova.osapi_compute.wsgi.server [ admin admin] ... "GET /.//images/
HTTP/." status: len: time: .

B

INFO nova.compute.claims [ admin admin] [instance: ] Claim successful

C

INFO neutron.agent.securitygroups_rpc [ None None] Refresh firewall rules

D

INFO neutron.plugins..drivers.openvswitch.agent.ovs_neutron_agent [ None E
None] Configuration for devices up [] and devices down [] completed.
INFO nova.compute.manager [ None None] [instance: ] VM Started
(Lifecycle Event)

F

INFO nova.compute.manager [ None None] [instance: ] VM Paused
(Lifecycle Event)

G

INFO nova.compute.manager [ None None] [instance: ] During
sync_power_state the instance has a pending task (spawning). Skip.

H

The naive method to divide log messages generally uses
the identifier assigned to the log messages indicating which
job execution produces [9][10]. However, Openstack assigns
a unique identifier to log messages related not to a job
execution but a function block. This implies that the log
messages can only reveal which function block causes a
problem when log messages indicate an error or warning.
We utilize a non-negative matrix factorization (NMF)
[11][12] that divides log messages into multiple groups. This
method can divide a mixture of data sets with counter
attributes into multiple groups by reasonably distributing the
values of counters into the formed groups [13]. The proposed
method utilizes NMF to obtain two benefits: one is dividing
log messages into workflows, and the other is deriving the
number of workflows. Fig. 3 gives an example of results
obtained by utilizing NMF. The original matrix presents the
number of log messages for every time unit (e.g., every ten
seconds). NMF divides this matrix into two matrixes: one is
the number of log messages belonging to the workflow
(denoted by ‘group’ in Fig. 3), and the other is the number of
workflows (groups) in every time unit. In dividing a matrix,
the original matrix is represented by the two smaller matrices,
which, when multiplied, approximately reconstruct original
matrix. To apply NMF to the log message, we use Table II to
classify the log messages depending on the contained
messages and service block IDs, job types, and signal types.
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NMF still needs a heuristic approach to provide a
substantial number of data sets divided into the particular
groups. In the proposed case, we give the number of
workflows sequentially, and find the appropriate number of
the workflows where the difference between the original
matrix and the multiplication of two divided matrixes (the
summation of the mean square error of matrixes’ elements)
is below a threshold obtainable by scanning the number of
workflows.
2) Similarity Measurement
After obtaining the reference workflows, the proposed
method tries to find any trends in workflow similarity.
Specifically, it estimates the degree to which sequences of
log messages are identical in terms of their length, and
displacement.
The proposed method takes the concept from the
similarity-degree evaluated by Jaro distance [14], which
measures the string similarity based on the number and order
of the common characters. It is generally utilized in order to
identify typos and spelling mistakes in sentences. This
algorithm computes a similarity score normalized between 0
to 1 where 0 indicates no similarity and 1 indicates an exactmatch. Jaro distance D between two strings X and Y
(difference between ASCII codes) is defined as:
0
if m  0


m
m
mt
(1)
D
W 
 W2 
 W3 
otherwise
 1 L X
LY
m
where m and t denote the number of matched characters, and
the number of displacements, respectively. Lx and Ly denote
the character lengths of strings X and Y, respectively. Three
coefficients, W1, W2, and W3, are weights in the following
ranges: 0W11, 0W21, 0W31, and W1+W2+W3=1.
The first and second terms compute ratios of common
characters in terms of strings X and Y. The third term
computes the ratio of displacement against the common
characters. No matter where the common characters are
positioned in the strings, it is counted as m. For example,
when two strings X=’abcd’ and Y=’abdec’ are given, the
similarity score D is about 0.77 in the cases of W1, W2, and
W3 for 1/3. The first and second terms of (1) can be seen as
the ratios of common characters in terms of strings X and Y.
When strings X and Y are identical, the first and second
terms, respectively should be 1. When string X is longer than
string Y (this implies that string X has more uncommon
characters more than string Y), the first and second term
should be low and high, respectively. Additionally, when the
strings X and Y are switched, the values of first and second
terms also switch
In order to apply this to workflows, first, we utilize the
correspondence table shown in Table II in order to denote the
workflows as the strings. Second, we treat three terms of (1)
separately, as follows:
0
if m  0


m
(2)
D1  
otherwise
 L X
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0
if m  0


m
(3)
D2  
otherwise

LY
0
if m  0


mt
(4)
D3  
otherwise

t
where variables X, Y, m, t, LX, and LY are the same as those
used in (1). Equations (2) and (3) evaluate the ratios of
common log messages in terms of the two workflows X and
Y, and (3) evaluates the ratio of displacement of the
common characters. In the following discussion, we refer to
D1, D2, and D3, as addition, deletion and displacement
scores, respectively.
3) Expressing the population of workflows
The step in this subsection derives the probability density
regarding the normal, semi-normal, and abnormal
completions in the reference workflows to express the
population of the reference workflows. First of all, we
surveyed the workflows obtained from various job
executions, and found that almost all the reference
workflows are different from each other, but there are many
similar patterns of log messages for each of normal, seminormal or abnormal completions. Additionally, there are few
pairs of workflows that are markedly different from the
similar log message patterns of workflows. Therefore, we
conjecture that a normal distribution can reasonably express
the population of the workflows.
Actual computations are used to derive the normal
distributions for the addition, deletion, and displacement
scores for each of the normal, semi-normal and abnormal
completions. For this, the proposed method computes the
averages and variances of the addition, deletion and
displacement scores. These probability densities are used to
estimate the normality-degree of the indeterminable
workflow that occurs in the operational phase, as described
in the next subsection.
The computation of the averages and variances takes all
the pairs of workflows in the reference workflows. Because
the addition and deletion scores can switch when the
compared workflows switch, these scores should have an
identical average and variance. Each normal distribution for
addition, deletion and displacement is represented by:
1
(x   )2
(5)
exp(
)
f ( x) 
2 2
2 
where f(x) is a function of probability density,  is the
average of the similarity scores, and 2 is the deviation of
the similarity scores. Fig. 4 shows some examples of three
probability densities for the addition (D1), deletion (D2) and
displacement (D3) scores for workflows with normal
completion.
This derivation of probability density is conducted for
each of the semi-normal and abnormal completions in order
to estimate the normality-degree, as described in the
following subsection
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C. Estimation of Nomality Degree
In order to estimate normality-degree, we propose
products of the derived probability density from the addition,
deletion and displacement scores.
The naive approach can be employed to utilize the
similarity-degree measurement algorithm directly. However,
it has some difficulties when two or more differences occur
in the similarity computation where two or all the terms in
(1) are affected. Actually, no pair of workflows are identical,
and all the terms become less than 1, and similarity D of (1)
cannot clearly show the difference.
We show the steps for estimating the normality degree.
First, we collect the indeterminable workflows and calculate
the three types of similarity between the reference workflow
and indeterminable workflow derived from (1)-(3) in the
operation phase. This step is the same as that done in the test
phase described in section III-B. Next, we obtain the
probability density by substituting the similarity into a
normal distribution (5). Finally, the proposed method
(products approach) simply multiplies each probability
density derived from (5) for the addition, deletion and
displacement scores. We regard this multiplied value as the
normality degree. As shown in Section IV-B, the results
clearly showed the difference (or fitness) to the judgement of
the indeterminable workflows. We take probability density
into account because we found that almost all the reference
workflows are different from each other, but there are many
similar log message patterns for each of the normal, seminormal and abnormal completions. Additionally, there are
few pairs of workflows that are markedly different.
Therefore, we conjecture that the normal distribution can
reasonably express the population of the similarity.
IV.

EVALUATION

This section evaluates the distinguishability of the normal,
semi-normal and abnormal completion workflows identified
using the proposed method by comparing the conventional
approach with the product approach. First, we describe the
environment from which we obtained the log messages;
secondly, we show the evaluation result.
A. Evaluation Environment
We obtained the log messages from the evaluation
environment. We adopted Mitaka [15] as the version of
Openstack, and set up a single pair of controller, computer
and log servers. Each server has Ubuntu 16.04 as its
operating system, a CPU with 12 cores, and 32GB of
memory. The log server collects all the log messages
generated in the controller and computer servers, and merges
them into a single file.
In order to construct the reference workflows, we
selected “VM creation” as an example of job execution. The
created VM was assigned a single virtual CPU and 2 GB of
memory. A hundred VM creations were included in the
reference workflows.
To evaluate the performance of our proposed method, we
prepared ten indeterminable workflows for the three use
cases, as follows.
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use case 1
max
min

use case 2
0.897
0.688

1.000
0.917

TABLE V. MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM NORMALITY-DEGREE WHEN
USING PRODUCT APPROACHES

use case 3
0.632
0.381

TABLE IV. MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM NORMALITY-DEGREE
WHEN USING JARO DISTANCE

use case 1
max
min

use case 2
0.944
0.750

1.000
0.827

use case 3
0.769
0.481

16

D1, D 2

12

1.000
0.919

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

‐0.2

cosine
distance

D3

2
0
0.55

0.6

0.65

0.7

0.75

0.8

0.85

0.9

0.95

1

Similarity‐degree

Figure 4. Distribution of probability density of normal
workflow

[Use case 1] Normal completion: This is an example of
normal completion of job executions.
[Use case 2] Overload: This is an example of seminormal completion of job executions. When one function
block in Openstack sent a signal to another block, we made a
message queue with excessive traffic, and it causes signal
losses.
[Use case 3] Network down: This is an example of
abnormal completion of job executions. We shut down the
interface of the computer server connected to the controller
server. That interface was mainly used to send Openstack
operational signals.
B. Evaluation result
We verified the performance of the proposed method
described in Section III. First, we show the similarity-degree
between the reference workflow and the three use cases of
indeterminable workflows. Table III shows the maximum
and minimum normality-degree when using cosine distance.
Table IV shows the normality-degree when using Jaro
distance (1) with coefficient for 1/3 is used. We define this
similarity-degree calculation method as the conventional
approach. Our purpose is to distinguish among the three use
cases. If the difference in the normality degree of the two use
cases is large, there is a high possibility that the two use
cases can be distinguished. Tables III and IV show that the
difference for each use case is low, and it confirms that it is
difficult to distinguish the use cases. Next, we derived the
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Figure 5. Normality-degree between minimum value of case 1
and maximum value of case 3
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use case 3
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use case 2
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Normality-degree between
minimum value of case 1 and
maximum value of case 2

Probability density
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use case 1
max
min
Normality-degree between
minimum value of case 1 and
maximum value of case 3

TABLE III. MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM NORMALITY-DEGREE
WHEN USING COSINE DISTANCE

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

‐0.2

cosine
distance

jaro
distance

product
approach

Figure 6. Normality-degree between minimum value of case 1
and maximum value of case 2

probability density (normal distribution) as shown in Fig. 4.
The addition and deletion scores (D1 and D2) have an
identical shape, as described in Section III-B. Their shapes
are sharp, which implies that almost all the workflows have
the same number of common log messages. On the other
hand, the displacement score (D3) has a blunt shape, which
implies that the patterns of displacement vary.
Table V shows the maximum and minimum normalitydegree, computed by the product approach. The results were
calculated from the probability density (normal distribution)
and normalized between 0 and 1. In the case of the product
approach (proposed method), (2), (3) and (4) were used and
derived three normal distributions as shown in Fig. 4.
Compared with Tables III and IV, we found that the value of
use cases 2 and 3 becomes lower due to the application of
normal distribution.
Fig. 5 shows the normality-degree between the minimum
value of use case 1 and the maximum value of use case 3.
Fig. 6 shows the normality-degree between the minimum
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value of use case 1 and the maximum value of use case 2.
This normality-degree indicates the distinguishability of the
two use cases. Generally, use case 1 shows higher similarity
than the other use cases. Therefore, the difference between
the minimum value of use case 1 and the maximum value of
other use cases is an important criterion for distinguishing
among the use cases.
The results for the conventional and product approaches
are clearly different. The product approach gives a higher
normality-degree than the conventional approach does. This
effectively works to distinguish between the normal and
overload samples of the indeterminable workflows. In the
conventional case, it is difficult to distinguish between the
normal and overload samples. However, in the product
approach, the normality-degrees have over a 0.3 difference
between the normal and overload samples.
Although this evaluation only included the normal
completions of the reference workflows, the semi-normal
and abnormal completions show similar results to this
normal completion case. We conjecture that this is because
the proposed method takes into account the product of the
addition, deletion and displacement. The product emphasizes
low similarities, and makes clear the differences in the
normality-degrees. This allows the system administrator to
easily distinguish the indeterminable workflows that need
troubleshooting.
V.

CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a verification method for job
execution in Openstack. The proposed method estimates the
normality-degrees which are referred to in order to detect
indeterminable workflows among many workflows
(workflow with the least abnormal degree should be first).
The proposed method has two benefits: one is a way to
divide log messages accumulated through multiple job
executions into individual workflows with NMF; and the
other is a way to estimate the normality-degree. The latter
uses string similarity evaluation as a reference. We
disassemble the string addition, deletion and displacement
scores, and define the normality-degree by multiplying them.
We also revealed that the workflows in Openstack had
similar but, strictly speaking, various patterns, and the
proposed normality-degree has the ability to clearly
distinguish the workflows.
The following issues remain as future work: evaluation
of semi-normal and abnormal completions of the reference
workflows, and clarifying the degree to which our approach
(troubleshooting according to the normality-degree) brings
stability to virtualized communication systems.
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Abstract—Video streaming has become the major source of
Internet traffic nowadays. Considering that content delivery
network providers have adopted Video over Hypertext Transfer Protocol/Transmission Control Protocol (HTTP/TCP) as the
preferred protocol stack for video streaming, understanding
TCP performance in transporting video streams has become
paramount. Recently, multipath transport protocols have allowed
video streaming over multiple paths to become a reality. In this
paper, we propose packet scheduling disciplines for injecting
video stream packets into multiple paths at the video server.
We study video streaming performance when subjected to these
schedulers in conjunction with current TCP variants. We utilize
network performance measures, as well as video quality metrics,
to characterize the performance and interaction between network
and application layers of video streams for various network
scenarios.
Keywords—Video streaming; high speed networks; TCP congestion control; Multipath TCP; Packet retransmissions; Packet loss.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Transmission control protocol (TCP) is the dominant transport protocol of the Internet, providing reliable data transmission for the large majority of applications. For data applications, the perceived quality of service is the total transport
time of a given file. For real time (streaming) applications,
the perceived quality of experience involves not only the total
transport time, but also the amount of data discarded at the
client due to excessive transport delays, as well as rendering
stalls due to the lack of timely data. Transport delays and data
starvation depend on how TCP handles flow control and packet
retransmissions. Therefore, video streaming user experience
depends heavily on TCP performance.
TCP protocol interacts with video application in non trivial
ways. Widely used video codecs, such as H-264, use compression algorithms that result in variable bit rates along the playout time. In addition, TCP has to cope with variable network
bandwidth along the transmission path. Network bandwidth
variability is particularly wide over paths with wireless access
links of today, where multiple transmission modes are used to
maintain steady packet error rate under varying interference
conditions. As the video playout rate and network bandwidth
are independent, it is the task of the transport protocol to
provide a timely delivery of video data so as to support a
smooth playout experience.
Recently, multipath transport has allowed video streamed
over multiple IP interfaces and network paths. Multipath
streaming not only augments aggregated bandwidth, but also
increases reliability at the transport level session even when a
specific radio link coverage gets compromised. An important
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issue in multipath transport is the path (sub-flow) selection;
a packet scheduler is needed to split traffic to be injected on
a packet by packet basis. For video streaming applications,
head of line blocking may cause incomplete or late frames
to be discarded at the receiver, as well as stream stalling.
In this work, we propose a couple of path schedulers and
evaluate video streaming performance under these schedulers.
To the best of our knowledge, there has not been a study of
path selection mechanisms’ performance of multipath video
streaming in the literature.
The material is organized as follows. Related work discussion is provided on Section II. Section III describes video
streaming over TCP system. Section IV introduces the TCP
variants addressed in this paper, as well as Multipath TCP and
path schedulers used to support multipath transport. Section V
addresses multiple path video delivery performance evaluation
for each TCP variant. Section VI addresses directions we are
pursuing as follow up to this work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Although multipath transport studies are plenty in the literature, there has been few prior work on video performance
over multiple paths [5] [11] [15]. In our previous work [10],
Matsufuji et al. have evaluated multipath video streaming
performance when widely deployed TCP variants are used
in each path. Regarding multipath schedulers, there has been
even less research activity. Yan et al. [16] propose a path
selection mechanism based on estimated sub-flow capacity.
Their evaluation is centered on throughput performance, as
well as reducing packet retransmissions. Yan et al. [2] present
a modelling of multipath transport in which they explain
empirical evaluations of the impact of selecting a first subflow in throughput performance. Hwang et al. [8] propose a
blocking scheme of a slow path when delay difference between
paths is large, in order to improve data transport completion
time on short lived flows. Finally, Ferlin et al. [6] introduces
a path selection scheme based on a predictor of the headof-line blocking of a given path. They carry out emulation
experiments with their scheduler against the minimum rtt
default scheduler, in transporting bulk data, Web transactions,
and Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic, with figure of merits of
goodput, completion time, and packet delays, respectively.
In contrast, our work seeks to propose and evaluate multipath path scheduling mechanisms and their impact on the
quality of video streams. Previously [10], we have evaluated
multipath video streaming using standard MPTCP path selection scheduler. In this work, we evaluate two new path sched-
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uler proposals. For performance evaluation, we use widely deployed TCP variants on open source network experiments over
WiFi access links. The use of widely deployed TCP variants
is motivated by the fact that path selection is constrained by
the availability and size of congestion window controlled by
TCP variants on each path.
III. V IDEO S TREAMING OVER TCP
Video streaming over HTTP/TCP involves an HTTP server,
where video files are made available for streaming upon HTTP
requests, and a video client, which places HTTP requests to
the server over the Internet, for video streaming. Figure 1
illustrates video streaming components.
video
rendering

video file

packetization
playout buffer
Application
awnd

TCP

rwnd

Client

cwnd
Internet

Server

Figure 1: Video Streaming over TCP

An HTTP server stores encoded video files, available upon
HTTP requests. Once a request is placed, a TCP sender is
instantiated to transmit packetized data to the client machine.
At TCP transport layer, a congestion window is used for flow
controlling the amount of data injected into the network. The
size of the congestion window, cwnd, is adjusted dynamically,
according to the level of congestion in the network, as well
as the space available for data storage, awnd, at the TCP
client receiver buffer. Congestion window space is freed only
when data packets are acknowledged by the receiver, so that
lost packets are retransmitted by the TCP layer. At the client
side, in addition to acknowledging arriving packets, TCP
receiver sends back its current available space awnd, so that
at the sender side, cwnd ≤ awnd at all times. At the client
application layer, a video player extracts data from a playout
buffer, filled with packets delivered by TCP receiver from its
buffer. The playout buffer is used to smooth out variable data
arrival rate.
A. Interaction between Video streaming and TCP
At the server side, HTTP server retrieves data into the TCP
sender buffer according with cwnd size. Hence, the injection
rate of video data into the TCP buffer is different than the
video variable encoding rate. In addition, TCP throughput
performance is affected by the round trip time of the TCP
session. This is a direct consequence of the congestion window
mechanism of TCP, where only up to a cwnd worth of bytes
can be delivered without acknowledgements. Hence, for a fixed
cwnd size, from the sending of the first packet until the first
acknowledgement arrives, a TCP session throughput is capped
at cwnd/rtt. For each TCP congestion avoidance scheme,
the size of the congestion window is computed by a specific
algorithm at time of packet acknowledgement reception by
the TCP source. However, for all schemes, the size of the
congestion window is capped by the available TCP receiver
space awnd sent back from the TCP client.
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At the client side, the video data is retrieved by the video
player into a playout buffer, and delivered to the video renderer. Playout buffer may underflow, if TCP receiver window
empties out. On the other hand, playout buffer overflow does
not occur, since the player will not pull more data into the
playout buffer than it can handle.
In summary, video data packets are injected into the network
only if space is available at the TCP congestion window.
Arriving packets at the client are stored at the TCP receiver
buffer, and extracted by the video playout client at the video
nominal playout rate.
IV. A NATOMY OF

TRANSMISSION CONTROL PROTOCOL

TCP protocols fall into two categories, delay and loss based.
Advanced loss based TCP protocols use packet loss as primary
congestion indication signal, performing window regulation as
cwndk = f (cwndk−1 ), being ack reception paced. Most f
functions follow an Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease
strategy, with various increase and decrease parameters. TCP
NewReno [1] and Cubic [13] are examples of additive increase
multiplicative decrease (AIMD) strategies. Delay based TCP
protocols, on the other hand, use queue delay information
as the congestion indication signal, increasing/decreasing the
window if the delay is small/large, respectively. Compound
[14], Capacity and Congestion Probing (CCP) [3] and Capacity
Congestion Plus Derivative (CCPD) [4] are examples of delay
based protocols.
Most TCP variants follow TCP Reno phase framework: slow
start, congestion avoidance, fast retransmit, and fast recovery.
• Slow Start(SS): This is the initial phase of a TCP session.
In this phase, for each acknowledgement received, two
more packets are allowed into the network. Hence, congestion window cwnd is roughly doubled at each round
trip time. Notice that cwnd size can only increase in this
phase. So, there is no flow control of the traffic into the
network. This phase ends when cwnd size reaches a large
value, dictated by ssthresh parameter, or when the first
packet loss is detected, whichever comes first. All widely
used TCP variants use slow start except Cubic [13].
• Congestion Avoidance(CA): This phase is entered when
the TCP sender detects a packet loss, or the cwnd
size reaches the target upper size ssthresh (slow start
threshold). The sender controls the cwnd size to avoid
path congestion. Each TCP variant has a different method
of cwnd size adjustment.
• Fast Retransmit and fast recovery(FR): The purpose
of this phase is to freeze all cwnd size adjustments in
order to take care of retransmissions of lost packets.
For TCP variants widely used today, congestion avoidance
phase is sharply different. We will be introducing specific TCP
variants’ congestion avoidance phase shortly.
A. Multipath TCP
Multipath TCP (MPTCP) is a transport layer protocol,
currently being evaluated by IETF, which makes possible data
transport over multiple TCP sessions [7]. The key idea is to
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make multipath transport transparent to upper layers, hence
presenting a single TCP socket to applications. Under the
hood, MPTCP works with TCP variants, which are unaware
of the multipath nature of the overall transport session. To
accomplish that, MPTCP supports a packet scheduler that
extracts packets from the MPTCP socket exposed to applications, and injects them into TCP sockets belonging to a “subflow” defined by a single path TCP session. MPTCP transport
architecture is represented in Figure 2.
Application
awnd

MPTCP

rwnd

cwnd
MPTCP
receiver

MPTCP
scheduler

awnd-i
sub-flow-i

rwnd-i

cwnd-i
sub-flow-j

rwnd-j

cwnd-j

TCP Receiver
TCP Sender
Figure 2: MPTCP Architecture

MPTCP packet scheduler works in two different configuration modes: uncoupled, and coupled. In uncoupled mode, each
sub-flow congestion window cwnd is adjusted independently.
In coupled mode, MPTCP couples the congestion control of
the sub-flows, by adjusting the congestion window cwndk
of a sub-flow k according with parameters of all sub-flows.
Although there are several coupled mechanisms, we focus
on Linked Increase Algorithm (LIA) [12] and Opportunistic Linked Increase Algorithm (OLIA) [9]. In both cases,
a MPTCP scheduler selects a sub-flow for packet injection
according to some criteria among all sub-flows with large
enough cwnd to allow packet injection.
Multipath Scheduling: MPTCP scheduler has the role of
selecting which sub-flow to inject packets into the network.
The default strategy is to select a path with shortest current
packet delay. Here, we introduce two other path selection and
packet injection mechanisms.
• Shortest Packet Delay(SPD): In shortest packet delay,
the scheduler first rules out any path for which there is no
space in its sub-flow congestion window (cwnd). Among
the surviving paths, the scheduler then selects the path
with small smooth round trip time (rtt). Smooth rtt is
computed as an average rtt of recent packets transmitted
at that sub-flow. Since each sub-flow already keeps track
of its smooth rtt, this quantity is readily available at every
sub-flow.
• Largest packet credits(LPC): Among the sub-flows
with space in their cwnd, this scheduler selects the one
with largest available space. Available space is the number of packets allowed by cwnd size minus the packets
that have not been acknowledged yet.
• Largest Estimated Throughput(LET): In this case,
among the sub-flows with large enough cwnd to ac-
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commodate new packets, the scheduler estimates the
throughput of each sub-flow and selects the one with
largest throughput.
The rationale for the proposed schedulers is as follows.
LPC addresses the path scenario in which a large rtt path has
plenty of bandwidth. In default scheduler, this path may be
less preferred due to its large rtt, regardless of having plenty
of bandwidth for the video stream. LET addresses the scenario
of a short path with plenty of bandwidth. The default scheduler
may select this path due to its short rtt. However, if the short
rtt has a smaller cwnd, LET will divert traffic away from this
path, whereas default scheduler will continue to inject traffic
through it. In summary, a significant difference between these
two proposed schedulers and the default scheduler is that path
selection relies on path characteristics that are more dynamic
(cwnd, in flight packet count) than packet delay (rtt).
B. Linked Increase Congestion Control
Link Increase Algorithm [12] couples the congestion control
algorithms of different sub-flows by linking their congestion
window increasing functions, while adopting the standard
halving of cwnd window when a packet loss is detected. More
specifically, LIA cwnd adjustment scheme is as iper (1): i
Mss Back Mss
Pack
, cwndi )
AckRec : cwndik+1 = cwndik + min( αB
n
cwndp
0

cwndik+1

cwndik
2

P ktLoss :
=
(1)
where α is a parameter regulating the aggressiveness of the
protocol, Back is the number of acknowledged bytes, M ssi is
the maximum segment size of sub-flow i, and n is the number
of sub-flows. Equation (1) adopts cwnd in bytes, rather than
in packets (MSS), in contrast with TCP variants equations to
be described shortly, because here we have the possibility of
diverse MSSs on different sub-flows. However, the general
idea is to increase cwnd in increments that depend on cwnd
size of all sub-flows, for fairness, but no more than a single
TCP Reno flow. The min operator in the increase adjustment
guarantees that the increase is at most the same as if MPTCP
was running on a single TCP Reno sub-flow. Therefore, in
practical terms, each LIA sub-flow increases cwnd at a slower
pace than TCP Reno, still cutting cwnd in half at each packet
loss.
C. Opportunistic Linked Increase Congestion Control
Opportunistic Link Increase Algorithm [9] also couples the
congestion control algorithms of different sub-flows, but with
the increase based on the quality of paths. More specifically,
OLIA cwnd adjustment scheme is as per (2):
cwndi
i )2
αi
AckRec : cwndik+1 = cwndik + Pn(rttcwnd
p 2 +
i,
(

0

rttp

)

cwnd

cwndik

P ktLoss : cwndik+1 =
(2)
2
where α is a positive parameter for all paths. The general idea
is to tune cwnd to an optimal congestion balancing point (in
the Pareto optimal sense). In practical terms, at each OLIA
sub-flow increases cwnd at a pace related to the ratio of its
rtt and rtt of other subflows, still cutting cwnd in half at each
packet loss.
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D. Cubic TCP Congestion Avoidance
TCP Cubic is a loss based TCP that has achieved
widespread usage as the default TCP of the Linux operating
system. During congestion avoidance, its congestion window
adjustment scheme is:
AckRec : cwndk+1 = C(t − K)3 + W max
β
K
= (W max )1/3
(3)
C
P ktLoss : cwndk+1 = βcwndk
W max = cwndk
where C is a scaling factor, Wmax is the cwnd value at time
of packet loss detection, and t is the elapsed time since the
last packet loss detection (cwnd reduction). The rationale for
these equations is simple. Cubic remembers the cwnd value
at time of packet loss detection - Wmax, when a sharp cwnd
reduction is enacted, tuned by parameter β. After that, cwnd
is increased according to a cubic function, whose speed of
increase is dictated by two factors: i) how long it has been
since the previous packet loss detection, the longer the faster
ramp up; ii) how large the cwnd size was at time of packet
loss detection, the smaller the faster ramp up. The shape of
Cubic cwnd dynamics is distinctive, clearly showing its cubic
nature. Notice that upon random loss, Cubic strives to return
cwnd to the value prior to loss detection quickly, for small
cwnd sizes.
E. Compound TCP Congestion Avoidance
Compound TCP is the TCP of choice for most deployed
Wintel machines. It implements a hybrid loss/delay based
congestion avoidance scheme, by adding a delay congestion
window dwnd to the congestion window of NewReno [14].
Compound TCP cwnd adjustment is as per (4):
1
(4)
AckRec : cwndk+1 = cwndk +
cwndk + dwndk
1
P ktLoss : cwndk+1 = cwndk +
cwndk
where the delay component is computed as:
AckRec : dwndk+1= dwndk+ αdwndK
k − 1, if dif f < γ
dwndk − ηdif f,

if dif f ≥ γ
cwndk
(5)
P ktLoss : dwndk+1 = dwndk (1 − β) −
2
where dif f is an estimated number of backlogged packets,
γ is a threshold parameter which drives congestion detection
sensitivity, and α, β, η and K are parameters chosen as a
tradeoff between responsiveness, smoothness, and scalability.
Compound TCP dynamics is dominated by its loss based
component, presenting a slow responsiveness to network available bandwidth variations, which may cause playout buffer
underflows.
F. Capacity and Congestion Probing TCP
TCP CCP was our first proposal of a delay based congestion
avoidance scheme based on solid control theoretical approach.
The cwnd size is adjusted according to a proportional controller control law. The cwnd adjustment scheme is called at
every acknowledgement reception, and may result in either
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window increase or decrease. In addition, packet loss does not
trigger any special cwnd adjustment. CCP cwnd adjustment
scheme is as per (6):
[Kp(B − xk ) − in f light segsk ]
0 ≤ Kp (6)
cwndk =
2
where Kp is a proportional gain, B is an estimated storage
capacity of the TCP session path, or virtual buffer size, xk is
the level of occupancy of the virtual buffer, or estimated packet
backlog, and in f light segs is the number of segments
in flight (unacknowledged). Typically, CCP cwnd dynamics
exhibit a dampened oscillation towards a given cwnd size,
upon cross traffic activity. Notice that cwndk does not depend
on previous cwnd sizes, as with the other TCP variants. This
fact guarantees a fast responsiveness to network bandwidth
variations.
V. V IDEO S TREAMING P ERFORMANCE OF M ULTIPATH
S CHEDULERS
Figure 3 describes the network testbed used for emulating a
network path with wireless access link. An HTTP video server
is connected to two access switches, which are connected to a
link emulator, used to adjust path delay and inject controlled
random packet loss. A VLC client machine is connected to
two Access Points, a 802.11a and 802.11g, on different bands
(5GHz and 2.4GHz, respectively). All wired links are 1Gbps.
No cross traffic is considered, as this would make it difficult
to isolate the impact of TCP congestion avoidance schemes
on video streaming performance. The simple topology and
isolated traffic allows us to better understand the impact of
differential delays on streaming performance.
Router 1

Link1 : IEEE 802.11a
Wireless
LAN
Bridge

Emulator
PC1
(WEB Server)

Wireless
LAN
Bridge

Router 2

PC2
(Client)

Link2 : IEEE 802.11g

Figure 3: Video Streaming Emulation Network

TCP variants used are: Cubic, Compound, CCP, LIA and
OLIA. Performance is evaluated for various round trip time
path scenarios, as per Table I.
Table I: EXPERIMENTAL NETWORK SETTINGS
Element
Video size
Video rate
Playout time
Encoding
Video Codec
Network Delay (RTT)
TCP variants

Value
409Mbytes
5.24Mbps
10mins 24 secs
MPEG-4
H.264 MPEG-4 AVC
100, 200 msecs
Cubic, Compound, CCP, LIA, OLIA

The VLC client is attached to the network via a WiFi link.
Iperf is used to measure the available wireless link bandwidth.
UDP traffic injection experiments show that each wireless
interface is limited to 5Mbps download speeds, which is lower
than the video nominal playout rate of 5.24Mbps. Packet loss
is hence induced only by the wireless link, and is reflected in
the number of TCP packet retransmissions.
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Figure 7: SPD Scheduler Streaming Perf.; rtts=100-200msecs
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Figure 5: LPC Scheduler Streaming Perf.; rtts=100-100msecs

B. Differential Path Video Streaming Performance Evaluation
In these scenarios, default MPTCP scheduler tends to select
the path with shorter delay, if cwnd permits it. Only when TCP
sender of the path with shorter delay happens to set its cwnd
to a very low value as compared with the longer path does
MPTCP scheduler inject packets into the longer path.
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Figures 7, 8, and 9 report on video streaming and TCP
performance under two paths, the first path (802.11a) with
a shorter 100msec delay, and the other (802.11g) with a
longer 200msec delay, for SPD, LPC, and LET schedulers,
respectively. Under default (SPD) scheduler, we continue to
see better video performance under Cubic and Compound than
CCP or coupled LIA and OLIA variants. When comparing
schedulers, video streaming performance under CCP variant
improves using LPC scheduler, it worsens for OLIA variant,
and remains the same for Cubic and Compound TCP variants.
CCP variant improvement comes at a cost of larger packet
retransmissions, however.
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Performance measures adopted, in order of priority, are:
• Picture discards: number of frames discarded by the
video decoder. This measure defines the number of
frames skipped by the video rendered at the client side.
• Buffer underflow: number of buffer underflow events
at video client buffer. This measure defines the number
of “catch up” events, where the video freezes and then
resumes at a faster rate until all late frames have been
played out.
• Packet retransmissions: number of packets retransmitted by TCP. This is a measure of how efficient the TCP
variant is in transporting the video stream data. It is likely
to impact video quality in large round trip time path conditions, where a single retransmission doubles network
latency of packet data from an application perspective.
We organize our video streaming experimental results into
the following sub-sessions: i) Equal path delay; ii) Differential
path delay. Each data point in charts represents five trials.
Results are reported as average and min/max deviation bars.
A. Equal Path Video Streaming Performance Evaluation
Figures 4, 5, and 6 report on video streaming throughput performance over equal paths delay of 100 msecs, for
SPD, LPC, and LET schedulers, respectively. Notice first that
under SPD, Cubic and Compound TCP variants deliver best
video performance. In contrast, OLIA, CCP, and LIA deliver
worse performance. When comparing SPD, LPC, and LET
schedulers, video streaming performance under OLIA variants
improves using LPC or LET schedulers, while it remains the
same for Cubic and Compound TCP variants.
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Figure 9: LET Scheduler Streaming Perf.; rtts=100-200msecs
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Figures 10, 11, and 12 report on video streaming and TCP
performance under two paths, the first path (802.11a) with a
longer 200msec delay, and the other (802.11g) with a shorter
100msec delay, for SPD, LPC, and LET schedulers, respectively. Under default (SPD) scheduler, all TCP variants deliver
similar video performance except CCP. When comparing path
schedulers, video streaming performance under CCP variant
improves using LPC scheduler, while it remains the same for
the other TCP variants. Again, CCP video improvement comes
at a cost of higher packet retransmissions.
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Figure 10: SPD Scheduler Streaming Perf.; rtts=200-100msecs
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Figure 11: LPC Scheduler Streaming Perf.; rtts=200-100msecs
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Figure 12: LET Scheduler Streaming Perf.; rtts=200-100msecs

In conclusion, Largest Packet Credit MPTCP scheduler
improves video streaming performance of CCP variant overall,
while having positive or no enhancement on the other TCP
variants. We also detected that OLIA delivers better video
experience than LIA coupled TCP variant across all path
scenarios. We notice, however, that a two path transport
scenario is constraining, in the sense that if one of the paths
is blocked for transmission, for instance, due to some packet
loss and small cwnd, all schedulers will select the other path,
and hence will likely deliver the same performance. In our
scenario, we traced a larger packet loss behavior of flow 2,
which leads to different utilization of paths and performance
if comparing 100-200msec delay scenario with 200-100msec
delay scenario. Increasing the number of paths is a possibility,
albeit such scenario may not be realistic in the near future.
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VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE WORK
In this paper, we have proposed two new path schedulers
and evaluated them on Multipath TCP transport of video
streaming, using widely deployed TCP variants, as well as LIA
and OLIA coupled TCP variants under consideration by IETF.
We have characterized MPTCP performance with default and
proposed path schedulers when transporting video streaming
over two wireless network paths via open source experiments.
Our experimental results show that injecting packets at the path
with largest packet credits (cwnd - in flight packets) yields
better video performance for OLIA coupled TCP variant and
CCP. Cubic and Compound TCP variants deliver the same
performance under all path schedulers studied. Hence, from
a video performance viewpoint, either MPTCP in uncoupled
mode or coupled with largest packet credit scheduler should be
used. We are currently analyzing path schedulers’ performance
on more diverse multipath network scenarios.
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Abstract—The Domain Name System (DNS), was
invented in 1983 because it was too hard for the human
brain to memorize IP addresses. The DNS works as a phone
directory, setting a link between letters, the domain name,
and an IP address. Layered and structured since its creation,
the domain name made it possible to identify the linked
resource and to have confidence in its content. However, this
classification system was quickly replaced a big bang of
naming possibilities, where the first comer is the first and
sole served. This survey aims to study the repercussing of the
naming rules of the French ccTLD, the .FR. As an
introduction and in section I, we will see how an area of trust
has been created through the “.FR”. Then, through the
section III and IV, how the easing of registration and use
rules initiated confusion over the identification and trust by
the domain name. Finally, we propose three ways to create
the identification-trust link.
Domain Name System – Internet Trust – ccTLD – Internet
Economics – Web Privacy – Semantic Web

I. INTRODUCTION
In 1984, J. Postel and J. Reynolds wrote the RFC920
[1], establishing the first domain names extensions. At the
time, the idea was to read this sequence of alphanumeric
characters from right to left, the extensions hierarchizing
the domain names. COM, ORG, NET, EDU, MIL and
ARPA became the first [2]. They will remain for posterity
as generic constituents, called Generic Top Level Domain
(gTLD).

Figure 1. Architectures of domain names MAIL.EXAMPLE.COM,
WWW.EXAMPLE.NET and NICE.FR

Two years later, Jon Postel created the first
geographical Top Level Domain, grouped by countries and
territories. This will be the ccTLD, Country-Code Top
Level Domain. Using the ISO3166 postal standard [3], he
picked the two-character country codes to create 243
extensions. This amount evolved after that, following the
geopolitic situation. The fall of the Soviet Union and
Yugoslavia has partially affected this list. Figure 1 gives
an example of tree structure of the DNS.
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II. FRENCH SITUATION
Regarding the .FR, a contact will be made between
Postel and the INRIA, a French research institute
speacialized in Computer Science and Automation, to
delegate the French ccTLD.
Annie Renard and Jean-Yves Babonneau managed the
.FR since September 2, 1986. Not being guided by any
mimicry, the two researchers chose a hierarchical
organization made of sub-domains and “le droit au nom”,
the entitlement to a domain name. Thus, the major part of
professions, associations and governmental organizations
will have their own private sub-domain name space. This
structuring led them to contact the National Lawyer Union,
representing the lawyer, the order of Geomatics
Engineering Union, INPI, the French WIPO, etc.
These rules of registration were listed in a naming
charter where the “droit au nom” prevailed. Each entity
had to respect the structure of the .FR ccTLD. Some users,
however, preferred the use of a .COM domain name, less
expensive and offering less restrictive registration
conditions than the .FR, and unexposed to such
administrative procedures.
Faced with these criticisms, the INRIA decided to take
actions: in 1997, its value fell by 23% and in 1998 by 22%.
This situation made the registration of .FR domain names
cheaper than .COM.
To register a .FR domain name, the applicants had to
be legal entities, to file a request by fax, which was
individually checked before the registration. This
administrative burden made the .FR domain name space
less used, compared to European ones, less structured. The
German ccTLD, .DE, allowed any registration since its
delegation by Jon Postel, in November, 1986. Any
applicants could have a domain name at the second level
domain, i.e., directly in .DE.
Despite the administrative load that it generated, the
French system of the .FR avoided the problem of
cybersquatting, which was in the interest of domain names
owners [4]. Indeed, the feeling of the trust in the .FR
naming space was established. Similarly, numerous
surveys highlighted the benefits of the French ccTLD.
Pressures, whether administrative or mercantile made
the AFNIC, the newly formed association managing the
.FR, to abandon the old registration rules: deletion of the
“droit au nom” in 2004, opening to private individuals in
2006, deletion of most of the sub-domains in 2007 and
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allowance of one and two-characters domain names
registration in 2014 [5].
The number of .FR domain names registrations became
a Key Point Indicator for the AFNIC, as evidenced on its
chief executive’s resume [6].
The liberalization of the French ccTLD, .FR, had an
important influence on the strategy of deposits. Once a
flagship and application of French research, the .FR is
managed by a semi-state associated structure that cannot
act against the loss of confidence in domain names. If
everybody can register anything, the legitimacy has given
way to speculation.
The merchandising of computing resources, such as IP
addresses [7] and now domain names, involves risks for
the functioning of Internet [8].
Today, 3 million domain names are registered in .FR:
60% by organizations, 40% by individuals. While the
deposits are supposed to be only opened to European
citizens, Australia and China represent respectively the
eleventh and fourteenth place of the countries of
registration [9].
The number of registrations in .FR naming space is
similar to the Italian’s ccTLD. These figures, although
apparently high, are considerably lower than those of
Germany (.DE), 16 millions [10], and the Netherlands
(.NL), 5.7 millions [11]. This situation has an important
consequence on the identification-trust link, as showen in
Figure 2.

•
•

Of the 209 domain names beginning with
"AMBAFRANCE", only 149 are official;
Of the 150 official websites of the Embassies,
only 138 comply with the AMBAFRANCEXX.ORG charter;

The registration under .ORG being open to all, the
preventive filing of domain names is thus necessary, as
France has done for North Korea, where it does not have
an embassy. AMBAFRANCE-KP.ORG was registered on
December, 19. 2000 by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
In this case of French embassies, it is simply not
possible to identify with certainty a website on the basis
of its domain name. This situation exists since the
liberalization of the French ccTLD .FR for commercial
intent.
France overseas, represented by ISO3166 codes, is
also impacted by the lack of numerical coherence.
•
•

•
•

Saint Pierre et Miquelon, Réunion, TAAF,
Wallis-Futuna and Mayotte inherit of an open
naming charter similar to that of the .FR;
Guadeloupe, Martinique and French Guyana
have ccTLDs which are not managed by AFNIC
despite the Postal and Telecommunications code
provisions [13];
Saint-Barthelemy (.BL) and Saint-Martin (.MF)
have non-delegated extension, despite the stated
will of Saint-Barthelemy [14];
Clipperton (.CP) has a non-delegated ccTLD;

NB: French Polynesia (.PF) and New Caledonia
(.NC) are managed by other public bodies in agreement
with the competent territorial authorities [15].
IV. IMPACT ON TRUST

Figure 2. Identification-Trust link [12]

Originally, the French extension .FR had two goals:
•

Identification: people are able to know the
associated content by reading the domain name;

•

Trust: registration rules exist before each deposit.
People can trust the authority of the registrant;
III. IMPACT ON IDENTIFICATION

The absence of a naming charter defined for French
administrative entities, apart from the .GOUV.FR subdomain, prevents the identification function of the domain
name. Under the former AFNIC charter, French embassies
were supposed to be named under the form AMBAYYY.FR, YYY being the name of the city or the country.
Nowadays, embassies use the address AMBAFRANCEXX.ORG, where XX is the ISO3166 country code.
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An Internet address can both inspire implicit
confidence and be a lure that can disturb consumer
information. Let us take the recent case of addresses on
the subject of abortion. The voluntary termination of
pregnancy, commonly written and called IVG in France,
has been authorized in the country since 1975. Many
Internet websites, using the government's communication
codes, act as official information websites. This situation
is an issue given that 80% of young women aged 15-30
find the obtained information on the Internet credible.
57% get information on health issues via the Internet [16].
It is thus essential to give them a technical tool to identify
reliable information on the Internet, as search engines do
not include the veracity of the words in the search results.
As we can see in Figure 3, subdomains work.
Conditions of the questionnaire: answer by form. 137
students with an average age of 18 years: 90 women, 47
men. 129 had their baccalaureate in 2016, 8 in 2015. 10
passed their C2I, a French IT and Internet certificate., 127
did not. One can thus define that it is a predominantly
female population, being 18 years old and not being
trained to the bases of the good understanding of the
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Internet. Task: Rank these websites according to the
confidence level: 0-1-2-3 (0 for the website you trust the
less, 3 the more). Respondents are not allowed to click on
the links, only identification by the domain name is
possible.
Domain name

Ranking

IVG.SOCIAL-SANTE.GOUV.FR

2,27

IVG.FR

1,51

ECOUTEIVG.ORG

1,49

IVG.NET

1,07

Figure 3. Ranking

It can thus be noted that trust via the sub-domain
“.GOUV.FR” is a reality. So-called "reserved" space,
registration of domain names with this extension is only
possible for the French Government. It is thus possible to
develop and encourage the creation of spaces of trust.
Confronted with AFNIC's encouraging press releases
on the ".FR's confidence", it can be noted that this
extension has a classification similar to the extension
.ORG considered "open", although enjoying an apparent
image of confidence. .NET, considered as an alternative to
.COM, occupies the last place.
V. PROPOSALS

manually type domain names into their browsers.
However, in 2017, the access to the major part of the
information on the Internet is carried out through a search
engine, the domain name being mainly used to identify the
source. This will make it easier to index and archive.
As a conclusion, a major advertising campaign carried
out by the APIE, could require depositors to use .FX
instead of .FR. The rules of identification via the .FX space
would be explained through the B2I and C2I, French IT
and Internet Certificates [17].
2. Fighting speculation in the area.
In order to strengthen the .FR zone, it is suggested to
propose the registration of domain names in .FR for a
decennial period, similar to trademarks functionment,
instead of annual fees. The financial curb would reduce the
number of speculative registrations, motivated by an
attractive rate. The fact of having to spend ten times as
much, admittedly for ten times more temporal coverage,
will generate a financial mechanism of restraint. The
commitment contracted for every ten years, may be paid in
annual installments.
A second step will be the regularization of domain
name registrants, including the phasing out of domain
names
registered
by
non-European
registrants.
Alternatives, proposed by the registrars, exist, called local
presences. The follow-up of the exit of Great Britain from
the European Union will have to be carried out.

1. Creation of a French trust area
Faced with the difficulties generated by the
liberalization of the .FR zone, which has become a
commercial area, we now suggest using the .FX extension
as a closed zone. The .FX extension, unused until now by
France, originally represents metropolitan France. It is thus
possible to use it as a hierarchical space with a right to the
name for any holder of any right. Thus, through a logical
hierarchy, it will be easy to define the legitimacy of
depositors. Therefore, by creating and assigning
namespaces for any user, France would become the first
country to provide a domain name to its nationals:
•

Free of a domain name and associated email
address for any French entity or individual;

•

Creation of a space of confidence, .FX, in
addition to a commercial space, .FR;

•

Strengthening of certain digital sovereignty in the
face of confidentiality gaps (Yahoo, PRISM
program, etc.);

As the .FX extension is part of the ISO 3166 code,
France does not have to pay fees to the ICANN as it would
be if the country intended to generate a new gTLD. This
new space could be funded by delegating another unused
extension, .CP (originally meant to stand for the
Clipperton atoll) to an interested organization or company,
just as Norway allowed the Netherlands to manage the
extension .BV (corresponding to the Bouvet island, BV
meaning besloten vennootschap, Ltd, in Dutch).
Formerly, the length of hierarchical domain names
appeared as redhibitory, at a time when users often had to
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3. Delegation of overseas extensions
With a view to territorial homogeneity, it is advisable
to encourage the French Government to have the
extensions of Guadeloupe, Martinique and French Guyana
delegated by AFNIC. Similarly, Saint-Barthelemy and
Saint-Martin will have to be represented by a TLD subject
to the possibility of registrations.
VI. CONCLUSION
These three proposals will serve to reinforce the French
zones in the digital namespace. The proposed French
system will be able to operate in the same way as the
USA's system, which uses closed extensions (.GOV, .MIL,
.EDU) and public (.COM, .BIZ, .US). It is essential today,
in the face of the development of foreign solutions, to
ensure digital sovereignty for France and its fellow
citizens, through coherent and representative charters of
qualifications and titles.
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Abstract—What users are doing at a certain point in time is
important for designing various services and applications in social
media, such as targeted advertisement, news recommendation,
and real-world analysis. As a result, in this study, we investigated
tweets which users submitted when they were listening to music
by using music player applications. We collected 2,000 tweets
including hashtags generated by music player applications and
found about 65% of them were tweets where impressions were
described, 15 % of them were tweets where reasons why users
were listening to music were described, and 10 % of them were
tweets where actions while listening to music were described. We
applied machine learning techniques to detect tweets where two
kinds of actions while listening to music, moving to somewhere
or going to bed, were described. The experimental result shows
that our method is useful for providing behavior based services
and applications in social media.
Keywords–music player application; music content; behavior
based service; Twitter; social media.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Social media, such as Twitter and Facebook, generate large
quantities of data about where users are and what they are
thinking or doing at a certain point in time. Take tweets on
Twitter, (exp 1) and (exp 2), for example. We can understand
the submitters of these two tweets were listening to music. This
is because #nowplaying in (exp 1) and (exp 2) show that these
tweets were submitted by using music player applications.
Users who are using music player applications are thought
to be listening to music.
(exp 1) #nowplaying: ”soundscape” from ”soundscape Single” by TRUE (saisei kaisuu: 35) #songsinfo
(#nowplaying: ”soundscape” from ”soundscape Single” by TRUE (plays: 35) #songsinfo)
(exp 2) #nowplaying kagerou by ONE OK ROCK on
#onkyo #hfplayer
#nowplaying is a hashtag generated by various music player
applications [1]. Furthermore, #songsinfo in (exp 1) is a
hashtag generated by a music player application, SongsInfo.
Also, #onkyo and #hfplayer in (exp 2) are hashtags generated
by a music player application, HF Player. These hashtags and
the other words in (exp 1) and (exp 2) were all generated
and embedded into these tweets automatically by music player
applications when users submitted these tweets by using them.
As a result, these hashtags enable us to understand that these
users were listening to music when they submitted these tweets
by using music player applications. As mentioned, (exp 1)
and (exp 2) consist of words and hashtags all of which were
generated by music player applications. On the other hand,
(exp 3), (exp 4), and (exp 5) include words generated not only
by music player applications but by users.
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(exp 3) #nowplaying: ”Grow Slowly” from ”Hafa Adai”
by iguchi yuka (saisei kaisuu: 3) #songsinfo suki
desu motto kiiteiru
(#nowplaying: ”Grow Slowly” from ”Hafa Adai”
by Iguchi Yuka (plays: 3) #songsinfo I like and
listen to it so many times)
(exp 4) basu wo nogashita node aruki masu !!#nowplaying: ”walk on Believer ♪” from ”walk on
Believer ♪” by toyosaki aki (saisei kaisuu: 96)
#songsinfo
(I will walk because I missed the bus !! #nowplaying: ”walk on Believer ♪” from ”walk on Believer
♪” by toyosaki aki (plays: 96) #songsinfo)
(exp 5) tenshon age te yakin ikuzo #nowplaying NIGHT
FLIGHT by Perfume on #onkyo #hfplayer
(I cheer myself up and go to night shift #nowplaying NIGHT FLIGHT by Perfume on #onkyo
#hfplayer)
Specifically, the following words in (exp 3), (exp 4), and (exp
5) were generated not by music player applications but by
users.
• suki desu motto kiiteiru (I like and listen to it so many
times) in (exp 3),
• basu wo nogashita node aruki masu !! (I will walk
because I missed the bus !!) in (exp 4), and
• tenshon age te yakin ikuzo (I cheer myself up and go
to night shift) in (exp 5)
In this study, we describe user generated words in tweets
submitted by using music player applications as comments.
We will explain comments in tweets submitted by using music
player applications in Section III. The comments in (exp 3),
(exp 4), and (exp 5) express user’s impression, action, and
reason, respectively.
We can know that the submitters of (exp 3), (exp 4),
and (exp 5) were listening to music when they submitted
these tweets into Twitter. Furthermore, comments in these
tweets enable us to understand what they were thinking and
doing while listening to music. What users are thinking and
doing at a certain point in time is important for designing
various services and applications on social media, such as
targeted advertisement, news recommendation, and real-world
analysis. As a result, in this paper, we investigate tweets
submitted by using music player applications and show what
Twitter users are thinking and doing while listening to music.
Furthermore, we discuss whether tweets submitted by using
music player applications can be classified by using machine
learning techniques.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section
II, we survey related works. In Section III, we investigate
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tweets submitted by music player applications and show what
the users are thinking and doing while listening to music. In
Section IV, we apply machine learning techniques to classify
tweets submitted by music player applications and discuss
whether we can detect what the users are doing while listening
to music. Finally, in Section V, we present our conclusions.
II. R ELATED WORKS
Twitter enables us to easily submit short messages in
real time from anywhere with internet access. As a result,
Twitter data is a valuable resource for predicting various
trends and events. Taking this in consideration, there are
many studies that have treated Twitter as a social sensor [2].
Aramaki et al. reported that Twitter messages reflect the real
world and influenza related tweets can be extracted by using
Twitter API and NLP techniques [3]. Also, Culotta showed
that influenza-related Twitter messages can be identified by
using a document classification method and a small number
of flu-related keywords can forecast future influenza rates [4].
Sakaki et al. investigated the real-time nature of Twitter and
proposed an event notification system that monitors tweets and
delivers notification promptly [5]. Jansen et al. reported that
microblogging is an online tool for customer word of mouth
communications and potentially rich for companies to explore
as part of their overall branding strategy [6].
Timestamps and geotags embedded into tweets are useful
for treating Twitter as a social sensor. Some researchers conducted studies for event detection using geotags embedded into
tweets. Lee and Sumiya proposed a method for detecting local
events by applying a k-means clustering method to geotagged
Twitter documents [7]. Kamath et al. studied the spatiotemporal dynamics of Twitter hashtags by using a sample
of 2 billion geo-tagged tweets [8]. However, Watanabe et
al. reported that less than one percent of Twitter posts are
associated with a geolocation [9]. This is because Twitter
users have been slow to adopt geospatial features and only
a small amount of tweets comes with location information
[10]. As a result, recent work has focused on geoinference
for inferring the locations of posts. Yamaguchi et al. pointed
out that most existing methods can be categorized into two
kinds of approaches [11].
• a content-based approach or
• a graph-based approach
First, we discuss studies based on the content-based approach. The content-based approach leverages user-generated
contents in the form of texts. Cheng at al. proposed a method
for estimating a Twitter user’s city-level location based purely
on the content of the user’s tweets [10]. Eisenstein et al.
proposed a method of multi-level generative model that enables
prediction of an author’s geographic location from tweets
[12]. Hecht et al. reported that user’s home country and state
can be reasonably inferred by using simple machine learning
techniques [13]. Han et al. proposed a method of finding
location indicative words via feature selection and examined
whether the reduced feature set boosts geolocation accuracy
[14]. Schulz et al. proposed a multi-indicator approach for
determining the location where a tweet was created and
the location of the user’s residence [15]. Yamaguchi et al.
proposed an online location inference method that can update
inference results using only newly arriving contents without
using previous contents [11].
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Next, we discuss studies based on the graph-based approach. The graph-based approach is based on the structure
of social graphs where friends are connected. This approach
is based on an idea: users’ social networks are useful for
revealing their locations. For example, Twitter users are more
likely to follow others that are geographically closer to them.
As a result, Rout et al. described this approach as networkbased approach [16]. Wang et al. used communication records
of 6 million mobile phone subscribers and found that the
similarity between individuals’ movements, their social connectedness and the strength of interactions between them are
strongly correlated with each other [17]. Backstrom et al.
pointed out that, by using user-supplied address data and the
network of associations between members of the Facebook
social network, we can directly observe and measure the
relationship between geography and friendship [18]. Rout et
al. proposed an approach to geolocating users of online social
networks, based solely on their friendship connections [16].
Sadilek et al. reported that we can infer people’s fine-grained
location, even when they keep their data private and we can
only access the location of their friends [19].
Kinsella et al. pointed out that understanding where users
are can enable a variety of services that allow us to present
information, recommend businesses and services, and place
advertisements that are relevant to where they are [20]. We
also may say that understanding what users are thinking
and doing can enable a variety of services that are relevant
to what they are thinking and doing. However, few studies
have been made on inferring what users are thinking and
doing while many studies have been made on inferring where
users are. As a result, in this paper, we investigate tweets
submitted by using music player applications and show what
Twitter users are thinking and doing while listening to music.
Furthermore, we discuss whether tweets submitted by using
music player applications can be classified by using machine
learning techniques.
III.

I NVESTIGATION OF TWEETS SUBMITTED BY USING
MUSIC PLAYER APPLICATIONS

In this section, we investigate tweets submitted by music
player applications and show what the users are thinking and
doing while listening to music.
A. The investigation object
Tweets can be classified into three types [21]:
•

•

reply
A reply is submitted to a particular person. It contains
“@username” in the body of the tweet. For example,
(exp 6) is a reply to @eitaso.
(exp 6) @eitaso ore to nagoya de seigi no uta wo
utawanaika ? (ˆLˆ) #nowplaying futten
toppa ☆ LOVE IS POWER ☆ / chikyu
bouei bu
(@eitaso Let’s sing a song of justice
in Nagoya? (ˆLˆ) #nowplaying futten
toppa ☆ LOVE IS POWER ☆ / chikyu
bouei bu)
retweet
A retweet is a reply to a tweet that includes the original
tweet.
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•

normal tweet
A normal tweet is neither reply nor retweet. For
example, (ex 3), (ex 4), and (ex 5) are normal tweets.
Normal tweets are generally submitted to general
public.

In order to investigate tweets submitted by music player
applications and what users are thinking and doing while
listening to music, we collected the following 2000 tweets:
•

•

1,000 Japanese normal tweets including hashtag
◦ #nowplaying
◦ #songsinfo
obtained from 13 October 2016 to 11 December 2016.
These 1,000 tweets were submitted by 244 users.
1,000 Japanese normal tweets including hashtag
◦ #nowplaying
◦ #onkyo
◦ #hfplayer
obtained from 13 October 2016 to 1 December 2016.
These 1,000 tweets were submitted by 345 users.

We did not collect the following tweets even if they include
the hashtags above.
•
•
•

replies,
retweets, and
tweets that include no comments generated by users.

As a result, (exp 1), (exp 2), and (exp 6) were not included in
the collected 2000 tweets. Then, we extracted user generated
comments from them by eliminating the following words.
•
•
•

Uniform Resource Locators (URL),
hashtags, and
words generated automatically by music player applications.

As a result, we extracted suki desu motto kiiteiru (I like and
listen to it so many times) from (exp 3) as an user generated
comment. Also, we extracted basu wo nogashita node aruki
masu !! (I will walk because I missed the bus !!) and tenshon
age te yakin ikuzo (I cheer myself up and go to night shift)
from (exp 4) and (exp 5), respectively.
B. Tweets which users submit when they use music player
applications
We classified comments in tweets submitted by using music
player applications into the following four types:
impressions
comments expressing users’ impressions
and evaluations of contents which they played by
using music player applications,
reasons comments expressing reasons why users played
contents by using music player applications,
actions comments expressing actions which users carried
out when they used music player applications, and
others comments that cannot be classified into the three
types above.
Figure 1 shows the classification result of the obtained 2,000
Japanese tweets. These tweets were classified by human experts. We should notice that some comments can be classified
into two types. For example, yoi kyoku da! (Good music!) in
(exp 7) is classified into impressions. On the other hand, ekurea
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Figure 1. The classification result of the 2,000 tweets which users submit
when they use music player applications (by human experts).

katte kaero! (Let’s buy an eclair and go home!) is classified
into actions.
(exp 7) yoi kyoku da! ekurea katte kaero!
(Good music! Let’s buy an eclair and go home!)
We shall discuss the following kinds of comments in detail.
•
•
•

comments expressing impressions,
comments expressing reasons, and
comments expressing actions.

1) Comments expressing impressions: We found many
comments expressing users’ impressions and evaluations of
contents which they played by using music player applications.
Figure 1 shows that more than half of the obtained 2000 tweets
were classified into ones expressing users’ impressions, such
as (exp 8) and (exp 9).
(exp 8) yoi. suki.
(Good. I like it.)
(exp 9) natsukashi sugi te naki sou
(I was close to tears)
In addition, we found that many comments expressing users’
impressions were related to time, such as (exp 10) and (exp
11).
(exp 10) kono jikantai ni kiku jazz ha, honto ni kimochi ga
ii.
(It’s fun listening to jazz in this time period.)
(exp 11) shinya no Neptunus ha kakubetsu.
(It is wonderful to listen to Neptunus very late at
night.)
Especially, most of them were related to time periods when
users played music by using music player applications.
2) Comments expressing actions: For many years, psychology research has shown that people can attend to only one task
at a time [22]. Hyman et al. reported that people talking on
their cell phones while walking ran into people more often,
and did not notice what was around them [23]. However,
listening to music is an exception. We often do something
while listening to music. Actually, we found many tweets
where users described their actions while using music player
applications. (exp 12), (exp 13), (exp 14), and (exp 15) are
examples of comments expressing users’ actions.
(exp 12) tsuukin chu.. sawayakana hare.
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who used portable music players while sleeping. The result
is not in good agreement with ours. Furthermore, Hamamura
and Iwamiya reported that 19 students used portable music
players while shopping. On the other hand, we found only one
comment, (exp 16), submitted by an user who were shopping
while listening to music.
(exp 16) osanpo & okaimono !
(walk & shopping !)
3) Comments expressing reasons: We found many comments expressing users’ reasons why they were listening to
music by using music player applications.
Figure 2. The classification result of the tweets expressing users’ actions (by
human experts).

(On my way to work.. It s a crisp day.)
(exp 13) oyasumi nasai
(Good night)
(exp 14) desaki deno gyomu shuryo. kiro he. yokohama live
no set list.
(I have finished my business out of the office. On
my way home. The set list of the Yokohama live.)
(exp 15) italo pop kiki nagara kare- shikomu yo
(I will make curry with listening to Italo pop)
In our investigation, three kinds of most commonly actions
described in tweets submitted by using music player applications are move, sleep, and work. For example, (exp 12) shows
that the submitter was going to work with listening to music.
(exp 13) shows that the submitter was going to sleep, and (exp
14) shows that the submitter had finished the job. As shown
in Figure 1, we found 215 tweets expressing users’ actions
in the obtained 2,000 tweets which users submit when they
use music player applications. We classified these 215 tweets
expressing actions into four types:
•
•
•
•

move
sleep
work
others

Figure 2 shows the classification result of the tweets expressing
users’ actions. We found some tweets expressing users’ actions
can be classified into two types. For example, (exp 14) was
classified into work and move. In particular, user’s action
expressed in desaki deno gyomu shuryo (I have finished my
business out of the office) of (exp 14) was classified into work.
On the other hand, user’s action expressed in kiro he (On my
way home) of (exp 14) was classified into move. Furthermore, some tweets expressing users’ actions were classified
into others. This is because they were classified into neither
move, sleep, nor work. For example, (exp 15) was classified
into others. As shown in Figure 2, many tweets expressing
users’ actions were classified into move and sleep. Hamamura
and Iwamiya conducted the survey on the use of portable
music player [24]. The survey was conducted on 72 college
students, and 65 students and 39 students of them used portable
music players while moving and working, respectively. This
investigation result is in good agreement with ours. On the
other hand, in their investigation result, there were no students
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(exp 17) kibun teki ni kikitaku natta
(I have a craving for music)
(exp 18) katte shimatta
(I finally bought it!)
(exp 17) and (exp 18) shows the reasons why the submitters
of them were listening to music by using music player applications, feeling and acquisition, respectively. The submitter of
(exp 17) felt an impulse and listened to music. On the other
hand, the submitter of (exp 18) bought music contents and
listened to it.
IV.

D ETECTION OF TWEETS EXPRESSING USERS ’
ACTIONS

What users are doing at a certain point in time is important
to design various services and applications in social media that
are relevant to what they are doing. If we detect users’ actions
while listening to music automatically, we can design behavior
based services and applications in social media more precisely.
For example, users may have free time to use services and
applications when they are listening to music and going to
somewhere. On the other hand, users may not want to be
disturbed when they are lying down on their beds and listening
to music. As a result, in this section, we discuss whether we
can detect tweets including hashtags generated by music player
applications by using machine learning techniques.
In this study, we used the 2,000 tweets investigated in
Section III for the experimental data. The experimental data
include
•
•

99 comments expressing users’ actions (move) and
62 comments expressing users’ actions (sleep).

In this experiment, we used the support vector machine (SVM)
and maximum entropy method (ME) for data training and
classifying. Table I shows feature s1 ∼ s15 used in machine
learning on experimental data. s1 ∼ s7 were obtained by using
the results of morphological analysis on experimental data. In
the experiments, we used a Japanese morphological analyzer,
JUMAN, for word segmentation of tweets [25]. s8 ∼ s10
and s12 ∼ s14 were obtained by extracting character N-gram
from experimental data. Odaka et al. reported that character
3-gram is good for Japanese processing [26]. s4 ∼ s7 and
s12 ∼ s15 were obtained from first sentences of tweets. This
is because, we thought, clue expressions of users’ actions are
often found at first sentences of tweets. We conducted this
experiment using TinySVM [27] and maxent [28]. Table II and
Table III show the SVM classification result of users’ actions,
move and sleep, in the 2,000 tweets, respectively. Also, Table
IV and Table V show the ME classification result of users’
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TABLE I. T HE FEATURES USED IN MACHINE LEARNING METHODS FOR
DATA TRAINING AND CLASSIFYING TWEETS EXPRESSING USERS ’ ACTIONS
WHILE LISTENING TO MUSIC

s1
s2
s3
s4
s5
s6
s7
s8
s9
s10
s11
s12
s13
s14
s15

word unigrams of the comment
word bigrams of the comment
the number of words in the comment
word unigrams of the first sentence of the comment
word bigrams of the first sentence of the comment
the number of words in the first sentence of the comment
the last word of the first sentence of the comment
character unigrams of the comment
character bigrams of the comment
character 3-grams of the comment
the length of the comment
character unigrams of the first sentence of the comment
character bigrams of the first sentence of the comment
character 3-grams of the first sentence of the comment
the length of the first sentence of the comment

actions, move and sleep, in the 2,000 tweets, respectively. The
experimental result was obtained with 10-fold cross-validation.
As shown in Table II and Table III, we obtained 97% and
99% accuracy when we applied SVM machine learning techniques to detect tweets including comments expressing user’s
move and sleep, respectively. Also, we obtained 97% and 99%
accuracy when we applied ME machine learning techniques
to detect tweets including comments expressing user’s move
and sleep, respectively. Furthermore, the SVM precision of
tweets including comments expressing user’s move and sleep
were 91% and 100%, respectively. Also, the ME precision of
tweets including comments expressing user’s move and sleep
were 95% and 100%, respectively. As a result, our method
is useful to collecting tweets including comments expressing
user’s move and sleep, precisely. On the other hand, the SVM
recall of tweets including comments expressing user’s move
and sleep were 48% and 79%, respectively. Also, the ME
recall of tweets including comments expressing user’s move
and sleep were 41% and 73%, respectively. The reason why
the recall of tweets including comments expressing user’s sleep
was better than that of move was that typical expressions,
such as “oyasuminasai (good night)”, were often used in
comments expressing user’s sleep than move. The experimental
results show that our method is not enough to detect tweets
expressing users’ actions precisely. However, the precisions of
our method show that tweets detected by our method are useful
for understanding what users were doing. As a result, our
method is useful for providing social media services, such as
targeted advertisement, news recommendation, and real-world
analysis.
V. C ONCLUSION
Social media, such as Twitter, generate large quantities of
data about what users are thinking and doing at a certain point
in time. What users are thinking and doing at a certain point in
time is important to design various services and applications
in social media, such as targeted advertisement, news recommendation, and real-world analysis. As a result, in this study,
we investigate tweets submitted by music player applications
and show what users are thinking and doing while listening
to music. Furthermore, we apply machine learning techniques
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TABLE II. T HE SVM CLASSIFICATION RESULT OF USERS ’ ACTIONS
( MOVE ) IN THE 2,000 TWEETS INCLUDING HASHTAGS GENERATED BY
MUSIC PLAYER APPLICATIONS .

users’ actions
move
others
precision

SVM results
move others
48
51
5
1896
0.91
0.97

recall
0.48
1.00

TABLE III. T HE SVM CLASSIFICATION RESULT OF USERS ’ ACTIONS
( SLEEP ) IN THE 2,000 TWEETS INCLUDING HASHTAGS GENERATED BY
MUSIC PLAYER APPLICATIONS .

users’ actions
sleep
others
precision

SVM results
sleep others
49
13
0
1938
1.00
0.99

recall
0.79
1.00

TABLE IV. T HE ME CLASSIFICATION RESULT OF USERS ’ ACTIONS
( MOVE ) IN THE 2,000 TWEETS INCLUDING HASHTAGS GENERATED BY
MUSIC PLAYER APPLICATIONS .

users’ actions
move
others
precision

ME results
move others
41
58
2
1899
0.95
0.97

recall
0.41
1.00

TABLE V. T HE ME CLASSIFICATION RESULT OF USERS ’ ACTIONS
( SLEEP ) IN THE 2,000 TWEETS INCLUDING HASHTAGS GENERATED BY
MUSIC PLAYER APPLICATIONS .

users’ actions
sleep
others
precision

ME results
sleep others
45
17
0
1938
1.00
0.99

recall
0.73
1.00

to detect tweets submitted by music player applications and
discuss whether we can detect tweets expressing what users
are doing while listening to music. The experimental results
show that our method is not enough to detect tweets expressing
users’ actions precisely. However, tweets detected by our
method are useful for understanding what users were doing. As
a result, our method is useful for providing social media services, such as targeted advertisement, news recommendation,
and real-world analysis. We are now investigating the phases of
users’ actions, such as start, middle, and end. This is because
the phases of users’ actions enable us to provide more precise
services and applications relevant to users’ actions.
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Abstract—Wireless body area networks (WBANs) can
significantly improve healthcare, diagnostic monitoring, and
other medical services. However, existing standards, such as
IEEE 802.11 and IEEE 802.15.4 cannot fulfill all the
requirements of WBANs. Numerous medium access control
(MAC) protocols have been studied, most of which are derived
from the IEEE 802.15.4 superframe structure with some
improvements. Nevertheless, the MAC protocols do support
required quality of service (QoS) for various forms of traffic
coexisting in a WBAN. This paper proposes a traffic-aware
MAC (TA-MAC) protocol for WBANs that allocates time slots
dynamically based on traffic priority. The performance study
shows that the proposed TA-MAC outperforms IEEE 802.15.4
MAC and the conventional priority-based MAC in terms of
throughput and energy efficiency.
Keywords-Wireless body area network; medium access
control; energy efficiency; quality of service; traffic priority;
IEEE 802.15.4.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A wireless body area network (WBAN) is a specialpurpose sensor network that is designed to autonomously
connect various medical sensors and appliances located
inside and around the human body and is capable of longterm health monitoring remotely or within a hospital. The
general organization of a WBAN is shown in Figure 1. A
WBAN consists of biomedical sensor nodes used to monitor
physiological signals, such as electromyography (EMG),
electroencephalography (EEG), temperature, heart rate, and
blood pressure [1]. Quality of service (QoS) is an important
benchmark to achieve in WBANs. The key requirements in
WBANs are small device size, low power consumption,
negligible electromagnetic effects to the human body, short
transmission delay, high reliability, and effective
communication. WBANs have specific requirements and
considerations that the IEEE 802.15.4 medium access control
(MAC) protocol does not fully address [2].
MAC protocols play a vital role in prolonging the
lifespan of a network by controlling the sources of energy
waste such as packet collisions, overhearing, control packet
overhead, and idle listening [3] [4]. The main approaches
adopted for energy savings in MAC protocols for WBANs
are lower-power listening (LPL), schedule contention, and
time division multiple access (TDMA). In the LPL
mechanism, nodes wake up for a short duration to check the
activity in the channel without receiving data. Scheduled
contention is a combination of scheduling process and
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Figure 1. The general organization of a WBAN.

contention-based mechanism to avoid the problem of
scalability and collision.
The IEEE 802.15.6 standard [5] defines new physical
(PHY) and MAC layers to address both medical/healthcare
applications and other nonmedical applications with diverse
requirements. The MAC layer in the standard intends to
define short-range wireless communication in and around the
human body. The standard aims to support low complexity,
low cost, ultra-low power, and highly reliable wireless
communication for use in close proximity to or inside the
human body (but not limited to the human body) to satisfy an
evolutionary set of entertainment and healthcare products
and services.
The design of MAC protocols has a significant impact on
energy efficiency, interference, reliability, and QoS
provision. One MAC protocol cannot satisfy the
requirements of all applications because the protocols are
hardware- and application-dependent [6]. The MAC protocol
suitable for WBANs must handle specific challenges and
issues associated with WBAN topology and node constraints.
In [7], the different PHY and MAC layer design approaches
to develop efficient mobile health (mHealth) applications for
WBANs are surveyed and discussed. The key design features,
MAC layer challenges, energy consumption, coexistence,
and issues concerning channel modelling are analyzed and
summarized in [8] [9].
In this paper, we propose a traffic-aware MAC (TAMAC) protocol for WBANs that prioritizes the nodes by
using a priority-guaranteed CSMA/CA procedure in the
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contention access period (CAP). For TA-MAC, we classify
data traffic into four priorities and categorize the CAP into
four sub-phases with dynamically changing length. This
protocol is designed to support various QoS requirements for
the data classified by priorities in WBANs. The proposed
TA-MAC supports CAP and contention-free period (CFP).
In the CAPs, the operation is based on a priority-guaranteed
CSMA/CA procedure in which different WBAN nodes are
assigned different priorities. The CFP is used to carry the
large number of data packets to the coordinator.
This paper is organized as follows: In the following
section, some related research is reviewed and discussed
briefly. The proposed MAC protocol is presented in Section
3. In Section 4, the performance of the proposed TA-MAC is
evaluated via computer simulation and compared with IEEE
802.15.4 MAC and the conventional priority-based MAC
protocol. Section 5 concludes the paper.
II.

RELATED WORKS

The IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol was designed for lowdata-rate applications and is the most commonly used MAC
protocol in wireless sensor networks to support low power
and low data rate in cases where latency and bit rate are not
critical [11]. The general characteristics of IEEE 802.15.4
MAC are low power consumption, support for low-latency
devices, star or peer-to-peer operation, and dynamic device
addressing. The superframe structure of IEEE 802.15.4
MAC consists of a CAP, a CFP, and an inactive period. The
CFP contains up to seven guaranteed timeslots (GTS). The
duration of the superframe is described by the values of
macBeaconOrder (BO) and macSuperFrameOrder (SO). The
BO describes the beacon interval at which the coordinator
may transmit its beacon. IEEE 802.15.4 MAC does not have
any mechanism for prioritizing among the different kinds of
data traffic, and low-priority data can block the transmission
of high-priority data.
There have been many significant developments of MAC
protocols for WBANs. Most of the MAC protocols are
already used for specific purposes, but they can be adopted
with certain modifications to fulfill the requirements of
WBANs. Most research has focused on the IEEE 802.15.4
standard for low-rate wireless personal area networks.
An IEEE 802.15.3-based MAC protocol was developed
as part of a body area system for ubiquitous multimedia
applications [12]. The main objective of a body MAC [13] is
to achieve energy efficient and flexible operation in terms of
bandwidth allocation and to support a sleep mode to fulfill
the requirements of WBANs. The context-aware MAC
protocol [14] was designed to guarantee the real-time
transmission of life-critical and emergency data. In
heartbeat-driven MAC (H-MAC) protocol [15], efficiency is
achieved through the TDMA approach by reducing idle
listening and avoiding collisions. In [16], support for
multiple physical layers including ultra-wideband is taken
into account. A multichannel management scheme for
WBANs is introduced in [17]. In the traffic priority and loadadaptive MAC protocol presented in [18], the transmission
schedules of packets are determined based on their priorities.
The traffic-adaptive MAC (TaMAC) protocol [19] uses a
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traffic-based wakeup mechanism and a wakeup radio to
accommodate normal, emergency, and on-demand traffic in
a reliable manner. A traffic load-aware sensor MAC is
reported in [20] for collaborative body area sensor networks.
In [21], a traffic-aware dynamic MAC protocol (TAD-MAC)
for both invasive and noninvasive WBANs is introduced. In
[22], a novel priority-based channel access algorithm for
contention-based MAC (NPCA-MAC) protocol is devised to
solve the contention complexity problem. A hybrid and
secure MAC (PMAC) protocol for WBANs [23] uses two
CAPs for accommodating normal and critical data, whereas
one CFP is used for accommodating the large amount of data
packets. In low-delay traffic-adaptive MAC (LDTA- MAC)
protocol [24], GTSs are allocated dynamically based on
traffic load to improve some of the shortcomings of the IEEE
802.15.4 MAC.
Existing standards, such as IEEE 802.11 and IEEE
802.15.4 cannot fulfill all requirements of WBANs.
Therefore, numerous MAC protocols have been studied.
Most of them are derived from the IEEE 802.15.4
superframe structure with some improvements and
adjustments. However, they do not support differentiated
QoS for various kinds of traffic coexisting in a WBAN.
III.

TRAFFIC-AWARE MAC PROTOCOL

In this section, the proposed TA-MAC is presented in
detail. The priority level of different kinds of data traffic,
dynamic timeslot allocation, and data transfer procedures are
discussed in the following subsections.
A. Priority Level of Traffic
Among WBAN applications, medical and consumer
electronics (CE) signals represent the majority of data traffic
in the network. Emergency traffic, which is directly related
to the life of a patient (e.g., emergency alarm signals) should
be regarded as the most important service and must be in the
first priority level. Continuous medical traffic with common
vital signals (e.g., EEG, electromyography) ranks in the
second priority level. Discontinuous medical traffic (e.g.,
temperature, blood pressure) ranks in the third priority level.
CE traffic (e.g., audio/videos transmitted in an event-driven
manner) is ranked in the fourth priority level. The priority
levels for different kinds of traffic are shown in Table I.
TABLE I.

DIFFERENT LEVELS OF TRAFFIC PRIORITY

Traffic

Priority
level

Traffic

Example

Emergency
traffic (ET)

1

P1

Emergency alarm signal

On-demand
traffic (OT)

2

P2

Continuous
medical
signal (e.g., EEG, EMG)

Normal
traffic (NT)

3

P3

Discontinuous medical
signal (e.g., temperature,
blood pressure)

Nonmedical
traffic
(NMT)

4

P4

Audio/video/data
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B. Dynamic Timeslot Allocation
The IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol consists of CAPs and
CFPs. In this paper, we focus on the channel access of CAP
because the performance of a CAP significantly influences
the collision probability and the final throughput. When
numerous nodes are densely deployed in a narrow region,
contention complexity is increased and leads to high energy
consumption and high collision. Contention complexity is
one of the requirements of WBANs that must be satisfied so
that the necessary QoS and low power consumption can be
best achieved. Here, we divide the CAP into sub-phases for
each priority level of traffic; i.e., ET-CAP (Phase 1), ODTCAP (Phase 2), NT-CAP (Phase 3), and NMT-CAP (Phase
4) as shown in Figure 2. Nodes that transmit P1 traffic can
access channels through all phases from 1 to 4. P2 can access
channels from Phases 2 to 4. Similarly, P3 can access
channels through Phases 3 and 4. The node that transmits P4
can use only Phase 4 to access the channel. Phase 1 always
occupies the first time slot of the CAP [25]. To avoid wasted
timeslot utilization, the length of sub-phases L2, L3, and L4
dynamically change and are calculated by the coordinator
according to number of priority nodes on that sub-phase
using (1), (2), and (3), respectively.
The length of Phase 1 in Figure 2 is fixed; it is one time
slot long and always occupies the first time slot of the CAP.
However, the lengths of the remaining phases are variable
and represented as

L2 

L3 

N 2 ( L  1) ,
4
 i2 N i

N 3 ( L  1)

 i2 N i
4

,

coordinator continuously broadcasts beacons to all nodes,
and active nodes receive the beacons. The nodes send a
request to the coordinator for allocation of time slots in the
CAP. According to the number of requests received, the
coordinator also allocates TDMA slots in the CFP. To
alleviate the collision of data traffic, a GTS scheduling
criterion is defined. For P1 and P3, the data are transmitted
immediately after successfully accessing the channel in the
CAP. However, for P2 and P4, the nodes uniformly send GTS
request command frames in the CAP to apply for GTS
allocation. The data transfer procedures for different
priorities of traffic are shown in Figures 3 and 4. In the CAP,
TA-MAC employs the priority-based CSMA/CA procedure,
which is based on the IEEE 802.15.6 standard. Each priority
class has differentiated maximum/minimum contention
windows and contention probability values to provide
priority-based channel access to satisfy the QoS
requirements of WBANs [5].
IV.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, the performance of the proposed TAMAC is evaluated via computer simulation and then
compared to the existing IEEE 802.15.4 MAC and NPCAMAC protocols.

(1)

(2)

and

L4  L  L3  L2 1 ,

(3)
Figure 3. Data transfer for P1 and P3.

where Ni is the number of ith priority nodes and L is the
length of CAP in the unit of timeslot.
C. Data Transfer Procedure
In the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol, the CAP is suitable
for the transfer of short data and command messages, and the
CFP is designed for transferring continuous data. The

Figure 2. Superframe structure of the proposed MAC.
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Figure 4. Data transfer for P2 and P4.
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A. Performance Metrics
The performance metrics used in our simulation are
throughput and energy efficiency. In this subsection, the
metrics are summarized in brief. In addition, the effects of
different priority levels are evaluated and discussed in terms
of average transmission time.
Throughput in data communications refers to the actual
level of traffic put through the network across a path between
a transmitting device and one or more receiving devices,
from end to end. It is defined as the average rate of
successful packet delivery over a communication channel.
Energy efficiency is one of the key requirements for WBAN
MAC protocol designs.
Energy consumption depends on the behavior of the
nodes on the network. A network with heavy traffic has
higher energy consumption than one with low traffic activity.
In order to comprehensively compare the MAC protocols,
we calculated average energy consumption per bit to
evaluate energy efficiency. The energy consumption per bit
is defined as the total energy consumption over the total
number of bits delivered during a simulation run [26].
B. Simulation Environment
Our performance simulation was carried out using the ns2 network simulator version 2.35. In our simulation, it is
assumed that several biomedical sensors are attached to or
implanted into the human body. The sensors collect the
sensed data and transmit them to the central coordinator,
resulting in a star topology. All sensor nodes are randomly
deployed within a 5 m radius around the central coordinator,
and data are transmitted using one-hop communication [22].
The network parameters used for simulation are summarized
in Table II as in [27].
TABLE II.

Parameter

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Value

Channel rate

250 kbps

Frequency band

2.4 GHz

Symbol times
Superframe duration
Transition time
aUnitBackoffPriod

16 µs
122.88 ms
194 µs
20 symbols

macBeaconOrder (BO)

3

macMaxCSMABackoffs

5

macMinBE

3

macMaxBE

5

Idle power

712 µW

Transmission power

36.5 mW

Reception power

41.4 mW
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C. Simulation Results and Discussion
The overall throughput of the proposed TA-MAC, IEEE
802.15.4 MAC and NPCA-MAC is shown in Figure 5. The
throughput is the total amount of data packets received by
the coordinator in a specific time interval. Here, we can see
that the throughput of all three protocols increases with the
increase in the number of sensor nodes. When the network
has low traffic load (i.e., less than 15 sensor nodes), all the
three protocols perform similarly. With the increased number
of sensor nodes, TA-MAC shows improved throughput over
NPCA-MAC and IEEE 802.15.4 MAC. As a matter of fact,
the classification of continuous and discontinuous data
transfers and allocation of GTSs for continuous data makes
TA-MAC outperform NPCA-MAC and IEEE 802.15.4
MAC.
The average energy consumption per bit as a function of
the number of nodes is illustrated in Figure 6. The proposed
TA-MAC and NPCA-MAC show better performance than
IEEE 802.15.4 MAC in all network scenarios. However, TAMAC shows slightly better performance than NPCA-MAC
when the number of nodes is greater than 15. In general,
packet collision and retransmission result in more energy
consumption. As the number of nodes is increased, the
energy consumption of IEEE 802.15.4 MAC is increased
sharply because of high contention complexity. However, in
the proposed TA-MAC, prioritized channel access with
differentiated contention window, classification of data
transfer, and backoff exponential values reduce the
contention complexity, number of collisions, and packet
retransmissions thus contributing to reduced energy
consumption.
For comparing the performance of the sensor nodes
according to their priority level, scenarios with the different
number of sensor nodes per priority level are taken into
evaluation. Figure 7 shows the effect of four different
priority levels in terms of average transmission time for the
different number of sensor nodes. In this paper, transmission
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Figure 5. Network throughput.
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Figure 7. Effects of different priority level.

Figure 6. Average energy consumption per bit.

time is defined as the end-to-end delay from a sensor node to
the coordinator. In Figure 7, the average transmission time of
individual priority traffic is depicted for the proposed TAMAC and IEEE 802.15.4 MAC, but the average
transmission time of NPCA-MAC is not shown because it is
almost the same as that of TA-MAC. This is primarily
because NPCA-MAC also divides the CAP into four subphases according to the different priority levels of traffic as
in TA-MAC. In NPCA-MAC, however, the continuous and
discontinuous data transfer procedures and the use of GTSs
were not considered. In addition, the number of sensor nodes
per priority level is varied from 5 to 35 in Figure 7, and the
impact on the average transmission time for the sensor nodes
of each priority level is observed. As shown in Figure 7, the
average transmission time tends to increase with the increase
of priority level in both protocols. The difference is more
noticeable in IEEE.15.4 in comparison to TA-MAC. It is
obviously shown that TA-MAC shows better performance
than IEEE 802.15.4 MAC.
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